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Introduction 
The indigenous peopl es in some of t he non-Western countries of 
the world , in Asia. , the Middle- East , Africa and L<:! tin America. , have for 
centuries lived under conditions which by modern Western standards are 
politically, economicall y , and socially ''backward!! . The recent surge 
of aspirations for politicalfreedom and independence by the peoples 
of these countries have focussed the attention of the whole world on 
the need for improvement of the conditions of poverty and disease in 
which a majority of these peoples live . The impact of economic , social 
and technological changes in the world has had a disruptive effect on 
their traditional economies. The question of how Western "know- how" 
and material resources can be used to help these countries develop 
their own potential human and natural resources so that they can take 
their rightful place with security and self- reliance alongside other 
more developed countries in the world has become a burning one . This 
question involves not only the matter of technological advancement but 
also that of human education and organization which will be compatable 
with material changes and responsibl e participation of the people in 
the new standards of life they may attain . Conscious efforts by govern-
ments of under- developed countries and by Western interests to induce 
change or speed up the process of development and adjustment to tech-
nological innovations have raised questions regarding the effect of 
1 
I 
I 
cultural change on the human being. ~fuat is culture? How does it 
change? What happens to people when their culture changes? What are 
the value implications for deliberate intervention? These kinds of 
questions are important for the social practitioner, since the social 
work profession is directly concerned with the helping process involved 
in any effort to enable deprived people to help themselves . 
Some Considerations in regard to Culture and Cultural Change 
II When we speak o~ the culture of a people we generally refer to the 
$UID total of their material possessions and industrial techniques , their 
thoughts, conventions and values, which altogether form one integra.ted 
whole and distinguish one community from all others of a different tra-
dition. It is the distinctive way of living which people have learned 
and inherited in the process of growing up in society; an overall "de-
sign for living" in relation to one another.l Their beliefs, values 
and customary modes of behaviour are all closely connected with the 
cultural whole, and a change in one small a.spect may affect many others.2 
All human beings, even within one culture, differ from one another 
and therefore respond differentially to the various facets of a culture. 
However , the habits of every person bear the imprint of repetition and 
imitation, and each human being becomes involved in making culture 
systematic.3 
1. Margaret Mead, Cultural Patterns and Technical Change , P• 12, 
13; Ruth Benedict , Patterns of Cu}ture , pp. 1 - 50. 
2. Edward Spicer, (Ed.), Human Problems in Technological Change 
P• 286. 
3. Margaret Mead, 2£• cit., p. 13,14. 
2 
Anthropologists have of recent years tended to study culture in terms 
of its symmetries and regularities and have described various cultures 
according to the systematic features they have observed.4 These 
patterns of behaviour have provided a better understanding of the distinc-
tive ways in which people of different cultures behave and have enabled 
students of culture to recognize those aspects of a culture that are 
focal to the interests of a people.5 
The patterns of behaviour that are learned by people in the pro-
cess of growing up in their society constitute for them an accepted 
way of life which provides them with the familiar ways of conducting 
themselves in relation to one another and are therefore the source of 
feelings of security and well-being . This sense of security which 
people find in the manner of living which they are accustomed to lies 
at the base of the general tendency for traditional ways of behaviour 
and belief to resist rapid change . 6 In most cases of political control 
and religious mission contact bet ween a dominant and indigenous culture 
experience has revealed that the pressure of efforts to induce change 
of the subordinate cultur e tends to thr eaten the basic securities of 
the people , with the result that they resist the modification of their 
way of living. 7 
4 . Benjamin D. Paul , (Ed.), Health , Culture and Cowmunity,p.47l• 
5. Melville F. Herkovits , Cultural Anthropology, P• 489 
6 . Spicer , ~· ~ • • p. 287. 
7 . Vera 1'-1icheles Dean , The Nature of the Non-Western World , 
pp . 164,165 . 
Studies by social sci entists of culture contact and change have made 
it possible to support certain further generalizations : 
When there is contact between two cultures an interchange takes 
place. Herskovits states that "it is doubtful whether the native 
peoples of the world , by and large , have taken over much more of Euro-
American culture than the Western world has borro-v1ed from them" . 8 Cul-
tural interchange will take place irrespective of whether the contact 
is a friendly or hostile one , and it is often quite impossible to pre-
determine the aspects of the cultures which will most easily be affected. 
Some aspects of a culture change more easily than others and there seems 
to be a tendency when there is free contact for the focal aspect of a 
culture to be receptive to new elements . 9 In studies of change in 
Western culture it has been found that where changes in technology have 
directly affected social institutions such as the social system in a 
factory and the manner of distributing goods, planned change takes place 
easily, but in such institutions as the family and the church there is 
a more tenacious retention of customary organization and procedure . lO 
The traditional extended family organization and polygamy of the native 
African in the Union of South Africa have changed to the "nuclear family" 
pattern with his migration to the cities , but the aspect of traditional 
marriage which has pot changed is the custom of lobola or bride-price, 
for his occupational shift to industry and a money economy has not 
8 . Herskovits , op . cit. , p . 478 . 
9. ~., P • 489 . 
10. Boston University Human Relations Centre , Summary of PrQ-
Seminar , 1954-55 , p . 2 . 
4 
r 
demanded more than a slight modification in the custom from the passage 
of cattle to the bride's family, to payment in the form of money. ll 
The realization that people and cultures are constantly changing 
has of late been given increased attention by social scientists. The 
ever increasing rate of technological developments and scientific dis-
coveries in Western civilization require a constant readjustment of human 
behaviour , value systems and social institutions to the new facts and 
tools produced by science.l2 Even in isolated and primitive cultures 
which appear to have remained stable for many centuries, some changes 
take place although at a slow rate. Today few areas of the world are 
isolated. The increased contact with cultures more advanced in techno-
logy has meant an increased rate of change in technologically under-de-
veloped areas. 
People resist being forced to change. In many countries , especially 
in the colonial situation where the "mother" country has promoted in-
dustrial development and religious missions and formal education have 
introduced different beliefs and new knowledge, the acculturation process 
1 has been intensified. This has had the effect of undermining the social 
I 
I 
II 
controls of traditional tribal organization and customs of the people, 
and has caused confusion and many problems of adjustment.l3 In spite 
11. N:onica Wilson , and others , Social Structure , P• 80. 
12 . Duncan E. MacDonald , "Society 's Scientific Responsibility", 
Boston University Graduate Journal , Vol. V. No . 3, November, 1956,pp~9-44 . 
13 . Vera N:icheles Dean, Q£• cit. , p . 208. 
5 
of the changes which have been induced there is ample evidence of the 
various ways in which the native peoples have resisted the acceptance 
of the new innovations and the resultant demands for changing their 
traditional practices . In situations of cultural contact where one 
people dominates another , and pressure is brought against cus toms lying 
in the focal aspect , retention will be achieved by devious means.14 
Many African tribes have rigidly resisted the efforts of the dominant 
colonial governments to improve agricultural practices in animal husbandry 
involving their cattle . Traditional Afr ican life centres around cattle 
and one would expect a special interest in improved ways of raising 
cattle , but the pressure on t he part of the colonial governments to 
control disease by regular dipping of stock has only intensified the 
resistance to improved practices . l5 
People show r esistance to changes which they do not understand. 
Spicer describes a case of the Navaho Indian Reservation where an 
attempt to introduce a soil conservation program failed because of the 
constant confusion and misunder standing of scientific conservation 
concepts . l6 \Vhere there is contact between a dominant and subordinate 
culture many situations of misunderstanding may arise from lack of 
14. Herskovi ts , .::.:£ . cit . , p . 489 . 
15 . Margaret Mead , op . cit ., pp . 187, 188 . 
16 . Spicer , op . cit ., Case I I , pp . 185 - 207 . 
6 
proper communication. Differences in language , in standards of education 
and in value s,ystems , and the lack of adequate explanation or of other 
suitable w~s of introducing new innovations have characterized many 
cases lvhere improvement projects in primitive communities have failed . 
Resistance of this nature is a familiar phenomenon in any community. 
We need not go far to observe the resistances to improved agricultural 
methods in a conservative rural community or to water-fluoridation in 
a modern American city . 
'I People also resist changes which threaten their basic feelings of 
H 
security. In the African societies where cattle constitute wealth and 
represent a s.y.mbol of status and economic security all efforts by co~ 
lonial governments to control overstocking have failed . The pressure 
of intensified contact with Western industrialized society has in many 
w~s threatened to destroy the patterns of living and behaviour familiar 
to the native peoples. The tenacity l~th which they cling to tribal 
loyalties , their individual languages , and other customary practices 
even after having lived in industrial cities in South Africa for two 
to three generations has been striking . Research in Western society 
has confirmed the fact that the security a human being finds in conforming 
to group standards makes change in an individua.l more difficult in the 
areas where he has to depart from the accepted standards . If group 
standard itself is changed , the resistance which is due to the relation 
between individual and group standard is eliminated . It is therefore 
easier to change individuals formed into a group than to change any of 
! 
7 
them separately.l? 
It has been pointed out that "re-educ::~tion will influence conduct 
only when the new system of values and beliefs dominates the individual's 
perception':l8 Just as the acceptance of neu facts and values is linked 
with the identification of an individual with a specific group, so is it 
also related to a particular role, or a definite source of authority. 
The nature of the relationship which exists between the peoples of two 
cultures or between the change agent and those he is trying to influence 
is therefore an important factor in cultural change. 
II We have been taught repeatedly in history and experiment that cul-
tural change in important areas may be a slow process and this fact lies 
at the basis of many of the puzzling problems which have been encountered 
in acculturation and re-education . John Dewey has written that 
Actual social change is never so great as apparent change. Politi-
cal and legal institutions may be altered, even abolished; but the 
bulk of thought which has been shaped to their pattern persists ••• 
Habits of thought outlive modifications in habits of overt action. 
The moral effects of even great political revolutions, after a few 
years of outwardly conspicuous alterations, do not show themselves 
till after the lapse of years. A new generation must come upon the 
scene whose habits of mind have been formed under the new conditions.l9 
The fact of the slow pace at which people move in accepting funda-
mentally new ways of behaving is familiar knowledge in all disciplines 
interested in affecting human conduct; in education, organization and 
17. Kurt Levdn and Paul Grabbe (Eds.) , Conduct. Knowledge. and 
Acceptance of Nelv Values , quoted in Benne and Muntyan, Human Relations 
in Curriculum Change , pp . 42,43 . 
18. .Jhi.d.' p. 33. 
19. John Dewey, Human Nature and Conduct, p. 108. 
8 
therapy. Change is least harmful to human personality if it is the 
result of a feeling of dissatisfaction with existing conditions and if 
the people have a feeling of need to alter these and seek new ways of 
dealing with their problems. Only then can there be emotional involve-
ment as opposed to only being "task-involved" when decisions are not 
fully shared by the people.ZO 
The generalizations about culture and change which we have referred 
to here represent a body of knowledge built up by social scientists 
which can help us to better understand the factors involved in cross-
cultural situations, and can enable us to find methods of improving the 
way of life of people in under-developed areas. But, if we plan to do 
something about the conditions of living of these peoples, what right 
do we have, especially as members of a society which is professedly 
based on democratic principles , to intervene in the situation? 
Some Value Consideration§ 
Value considerations here mainly concern the question of whether 
we should intervene in the affairs of others, and if we are to do so , 
what are the conditions under which we are morally allowed or obliged 
to intervene? The term "intervention" may have a negative tone for 
some people , but it is used here mainly to denote participation of 
one kind or another between the two extremes of forceful imposition 
and unintentional involvement. Vie can determine our justification for 
intervention of some kind or another only in terms of the characteristic 
20. Gordon w. Allport, The P§ychology of Participation , from 
Readings in Group Work , P• 246. 
9 
values and philosophies of the culture of which we are a part, namely 
Western civilization. 
Why \';estern society has, by our own standards of success , been 
the most "successful" of societies so far in human history, we cannot 
answer. But our advanced mode of production and manner of survival has 
provided us with the means whereby man ' s material needs can be met in 
a manner vastly superior to any of those in use in the so-called under-
develope' societies on earth. The reasons for this involve a complex 
of variables and are not amenable to simple explanations . Western 
man especially distrust those explanati ons which assign an innate 
superiority to certain groups or races . 21 This is the basis of Western 
belief in the innate potential of every human being. 
This basic belief in individual potential is an evolutionary out-
growth of Western society and is supported by some other main character-
istics of Western thought . One is the trend which can be traced from 
the early Greeks through Judao- Christian Middle Ages , Renaissance , 
Reformation and political and industrial Revolutions, of a belief that 
the W~stern sense of values is related to some form of order in the 
universe . Westerners believe that things are organized and not in 
chaos, and the notion of "natural laws" indicates that the gap between 
the real and ideal is not really a gap but a continuum span, Qr some 
kind of relation. 22 Western man believes that , although he does not 
21. Crane Brinton, The Shaping of the Modern Mind, p. 248. 
22. Ibid, P • 246, 247 . 
10 
know whether it is possible to bridge the gap completely, he can reach 
for the ideal . This characteristic trend of man being able to progress 
and improve his situation leads to another characteristic of Western 
history contained in the notion of the dignity of man. 
Westerners have developed a belief in the worth and creative ability 
of the individual human being which has separated. him from the rest of 
nature . According to preval ent Western belief , animals do not have souls 
and do not share in the "moral struggle 11 • Man , therefore , has the right 
to control and experiment freely with nature but so far as the human 
being is concerned, he has the 11right to hold and express his own opinions 
and to act upon them, so long as by doing so he does not infringe upon 
the rights of others". Man may t herefore "choose and achieve his own 
' t. . th f k f . . t·..l' 23 t h aes ~y ~n e ramewor o a progress~ve ••• soc~e 3 , ye , as e 
lives with other human beings , he has also the responsibility to contri-
bute to the stability of the collective life making it possible for all 
to have the equa opportunity of achieving the maximum possible self 
realization.24 
In striving towards this ideal , 1>/estern experience has proved the 
workability of the 11golden rule" originated in ancient Greece . This is 
the basis of the sense of fairness and compromise in Western orientation , 
23 . J\..merican Association of Social Workers , Standards for Pro-
Tessional Practice of Social Work , p . 3. 
24. John E. Anderson , The '..-JeJJare State: Wbat it does to People? , 
p • 45 ,46. 
11 
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and of a tendency to find consensus and cooperation through consideration 
of all the facts and interests concerned. This involves the right and 
responsibilit y of all involved in a situation to express their preferences 
and participate in finding a solution to the common problem.25 
We certainly do not hold the view that the West has attained this 
state of functioning , and it is not di ficult to cite many of the in-
3tances in Western past and present where there is divergence from these 
principles . ¥1<my individuals and groups in the ":Jest may not even be 
completely committed to this "democratic " ideal, but this is held as 
the ideal according to the manner in which these principles have con-
sciously or intuitively survived and guided the development of Western 
life. 
The justification for intervention in the affairs of others there-
fore rests upon a conviction of the "successful" operation of a way of 
life which has been experienced. But it is conditioned by the principles 
of fundamental human rights and responsibilities in the context of the 
co1~on life. We believe that we may intervene , and some may even believe 
that we ought to intervene , when a need has manifested itself in the 
lives of men . Sometimes men live under conditions of deprivation which 
prevent them from expressing their needs properly. This makes it ne-
II 
cessary both from the point of view of 1lestern man 1 s responsibility to 
improve the general world community for the better functioning of the 
I 
I 
I. 
25 . Crane Brinton, ~· ~. , pp . 247 , 248 . 
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democratic way of life , and from the point of view of humanistic "charity" 
to provide the necessary enlightenment whereby people will be better 
able to diagnose their own problems and find a way of solving them. But 
when those in need actually request help , one can feel even more free 
to intervene. 
The factor of most importance , however , is the manner in which we 
intervene , and this is the concept we propose to consider in this paper. 
The object of intervention focuses upon human beings and their needs rather 
than on material improvements or technological progress , for these are 
mere tools and symptoms in the state of well-being of the people . People 
can be helped in two 1..rays : One is by the relief of human suffering , and 
thus involves the solving of specific problems of living ; the other is 
by increasing the ability of the people to deal with the problems of 
living which confront the~by promoting their grov~h and development . 
Both these seek to help the people themselves in the first place , and 
furthermore our acceptance of the principles of human dignity makes 
1 it incumbent upon us to utilize methods of helping which allow for the 
full participation and involvement of those whose welfare we are seeking 
in all the efforts to discover and define their problems and to take 
I action to solve them. 
I All situations where people are in contact with one another involve 
~value conflicts . We believe that full participation of all the parties 
involved is in keeping with "democratic" principles and provides the 
most acceptable way of finding consensus . We reject authoritarian 
methods which force the welfare of man upon himself, for they are short-
lived and wasteful. But we cannot escape the fact of communication of 
the world today. All communities , however remote from one another , are 
in contact and have felt the impact of ~estern thought through techno-
logical change or educational enlightenment. ltle , therefore, cannot es-
cape value conflicts between Western and the variety of non-Western 
cultures . Recognition of the many differences in thinking and acting, 
and the motivations for these should make us more aware of the need for 
objectivity of approach , deliberate moderation, and full participation 
in planning , and in the right of others to share in the principles evolved 
out of Western experience in the pursuit of progress through free choice 
in cooperative functioning . 
II Considerable work has been done during the last decade or two on 
methods and techniques of helping communities in "under-developed" areas 
of the world to adjust to the requirements of new technical advance which 
they show an increasing desire for. These methods have been tried out 
in experimental projects and pilot demonstrations in rural and urban 
centres in many countries. Interest and participation from various 
II disciplines , often uncoordinated , helped develop techniques used in this 
work which has been referred to by many titles depending on the orientation 
of the innovator. The most coiT~on term, however , seems to be ' Community 
Development ' which is generally used by the United Nations Economic and 
Social Council and the British Colonial Government and is increasingly 
being used by U. N. affiliated organizations and other disciplines and 
14 
1 authorities interest ed in this 'i-rork . 
The helping process involved in this work resembles very closely 
the "enabling" pr ocess of social work ; but the interest of the social 
work profession in community development is of very recent nature. After 
a visit as part of a study team of the u. s . International Cooperation 
Administration , to India , Egypt , Iran and the Gold Coast recently, Ernest 
ltiitte remarks: 
At this stage of development in the areas visited , social work in 
the u. s. has ~vithout doubt particul ar contributions to make from 
group work and community organization. Yet these are the areas of 
practice that ~ave been called on least to contribute their know-
how in the technical aid program, and have shown little initiative 
in this direction . 26 
We believe that social work may well consider more closely the 
nature of the helping process involved in community develo ment in re-
II lation to the setting where the work is most commonly carried on , namely 
the "under- developed11 areas of the world. 
22_. Ernest Witte , "Community Development in Selected Countries" , 
Social\ior k , Vol. 2 , No. l , J anuary, 1957, P• 16. 
15 
CHAPTER II 
The Concept o£ Community Development 
In many parts of the world efforts are being made today to a ssist 
the people in less developed countries , or in under-developed areas of 
II developed countries , to improve their social , cultural and economic con-
ditions . The United Nations and its a£filiated organizations constitute 
the widest internationally coordinated enter rise in this field , and the 
term "community develo ment" is most frequently used to describe this 
kind of work . The e£forts of applied social scientists , social workers , 
!government administrative officers , and practitioners in the fields of 
education, health and agriculture have made it possible to identify a 
ll set of general principles which can be applied in any setting to make 
these efforts more effective and the results more lasting. 
Definition 
The concept of community development was redefined by the Administra-
1 tive Committee on Coordination to the Economic and Social Council of the 
United Nations as recently as October 1956 as follows: 
The term community development has come into international usage 
to connote the processes by which the efforts of the people them-
selves are united with those of governmental authorities to im-
prove the economic , social and cultural conditions of communities , 
to integrate these communities into the life of the nation, and to 
enable them to contribute fully to national progress . 
This complex of processes is then made up of t wo essential elements: 
the partici ation by the people themselves in efforts to improve their 
level of living with as much reliance as possible on their own initia-
tive; and the provision of technical and other services in ways which 
16 
encourage initiative, self help and mutual help and make these 
more effective. It is expressed in rograms designed to achieve 
a wide variety of specific im rovements.l 
This definition reflects some of the broad aspects of promoting the 
improvement of the basic living conditions of people in under-developed 
areas of the world. Community development, according to this definition, 
sets up as its primary goal the initiation of progress and is based on 
the premise that the conditions prevailing in these areas at present are 
undesirable and that they should be changed. The moral justification 
for bringing about such change is by no means a settled question , and 
the motivation for instigators of "irn rovement projects" may vary from 
purely political desires to improve a national economy of a country, 
to the most deeply hwnane philanthropy. 
There are three main elements which this concept embodies as it has 
more recently evolved in u. N. experience. These are "participation by 
the people themselves", the provision of external help, and the integration 
of the communities involved into the national life and structure of their 
country. These three factors immediately call to mind some of the con-
flicting principles involved in the concept of community development; e.g. 
self-determination in a given community may be in direct conflict with 
the plans set up by the government? or the slow process of obtaining the 
uncoerced cooperation of the peo le may conflict with the urgency of the 
1. United Nations Document E/2931. ~ventieth Report of the 
Administrative Committee on Coordination to the Economic And Social 
Council (mimeogra hed). 1956, Annex III , • 2. 
2. (See footnote No . 2 on next page) 
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needs in a crisis of disaster.3 The definition therefore cautiously 
states t hat there should be 11partici ation of the eople themselves in 
efforts t o impr ove their level of living wit h ~ much reliance ~ possible 
on their o1m initiati ve ." (writer ' s underl ining) This appears to be 
a practic8l approach which suggests that when initiative does not suffice 
in a crisis situation or when self- determination is in conflict with 
essential government reforms for the improvement of the total economy, 
then the sl ow pace of community self Lmprovement has to give way, if 
only sporadical l y, to more persuasive methods . 
Whether it is ossi le or not to render compatible principles in 
such cases when they are apparently contradict ory, the U. N. conception 
at least revea s an attempt to either find balance , or to reconcile 
some of the con lictine interests at stake in the development of ack-
•vard" communities . 
The efforts at improving the l ot of underdevelo ed communities all 
over the world, however , reveal that the degree of success varies a 
great deal f rom proj ect to proj ect and a cl oser look at the nature of 
the helping process involved in this work seems to be of relevance here . 
2. Unit ed Nati ons Document ST/SOA/ SER. D/ 21 , Methods and Tech-
nioues of Community Devel opment in the United Kingdom Dependent and 
Trust Territ ories , PP• 28 , 29 . (Reference is made here to the conflict 
between t he sl ow pace of Co~~nity Develo ment and the reforms planned 
by the colonial and local governments .) 
3· H. B. Allen , Rural Reconstruction in Action : Experience in 
t he Near and Mi ddle East , pp. 53 - 55. (A case description of an out-
break of cholera i n Syr i a <vhen drastic action had to be taken .) 
18 
The Relationship between 11 Corrununity Development" and ncorrununity Organi-
zation'~ 
'I It is possible to identify a variety of ways in which one can work 
II 
in a community. The method used in social work to deal with social 
problems on the corrununity level is called community organization . We 
can, with profit , consider some of the characteristics of this method 
in order to help clarify the nature of the process by which communities 
can be helped to improve their conditions of living. 
I 
Community Organization as conceived of by professional social work 
is identified as 
the process of bringing about and maintajning a progressively 
more effective adjustment between social welfare resources and 
social welfare needs within a geographic area or functional 
field . Its goals are consistent with all social work goals in 
that its primary focus is upon needs of people and provision of 
means of meeting these needs in a manner consistent with the 
precepts of democratic living . 4 
This definition is widely accepted in the United States and other 
Western countries where social work is professionally practised . The 
field of practice of community organization has mostly been on the 
level of coordination of efforts in planni.ng for social services and 
resources , joint fund raising and publicity, which means operating in 
the "functional community". This has understandably been the main field 
of practice in view of the nature of organized specialization in com-
munities of the Western world. But there has of late been a refocussing 
4. ·c:. F.. McNeil, "Community .Organization for Social Welfare" , 
Social Work Yearbook~1921, p . 123 . 
19 
on the needs of neighbourhoods , especially those in towns and cities 
where urban growth is proceeding at a rapid rate because of migration, 
and efforts have been made through the formation of neighbourhood councils 
to secure the participation of all the people in the "geographic area" 
for the improvement of their neighbourhood . 5 
The community organization method in social work is therefore con-
sidered as a means whereby social welfare objectives can be attained 
and it is also widely accepted that the social work profession has an 
obligation to foster the social changes necessary to reach social welfare 
objectives . The professional leadership operative in this method uses 
a variety of skills and techniques to procure the involvement and coopera-
tion of the people in the community. 6 
II In some of the recent attempts toward clarification and refinement 
of the concept of community organization a distinction has been drawn be~ 
tween the conception of this method as a field of activity in social work , 
and on the other hand as a skill in the application of an enabling pro-
cess . ? 
Ross has indicated the need for identification of the distinctive 
helping process involved in community organization as a social work method, 
S. Murray G. Ross , 11Conceptual Problems in Community Organi-
zation" , The Social Service Review, Vol. X..JCX, No . 2, June , 1956, p . 181; 
Community Organization: Theory and Principles, pp . 23, 4o- 41, 102 . 
6 . Mildred C. Barry, An Approach to the Better Understanding of 
Community Organization, passim; Walter A. Friedlander, Introduction to 
Social Welfare , p . 591 . 
7. Campbell G. Murphy, Community Organization Practice, pp . 7- 8. 
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just as it has been clarified in the casework and group work methods , 
namely, of using the workers' insight and skill in helping individuals 
and grou s work toward a satisfactory solution of their problems . Simi-
larly, coiil1llunity organization is a "process by which a social worker 
uses his insight and skill to help communities - geographical and functional 
to identify and to work towards a solution of their problems ."8 This 
means that the process involved here is operative also in the "field of 
activity11 mentioned by Mur hy, and it is therefore this enabling process 
which is the generic factor in this method and which makes it a distinctive 
social work method. The definition of community organization by Ross 
contains for our purpose a more systematic approach to the steps involved 
in this process: 
Communit~ organization ••• is ••• a process by which a community 
identifies its needs or objectives , orders (or ranks) these needs 
or objectives , develops the confidence an will to work at these 
needs or objectives , finds the resources (internal and/or external) 
to deal with t ese needs or objectives , takes action in respect to 
them, and in so doing extends and develops cooperative and colla-
borative attitudes and practices in the community.9 
In terms of this definition the rimar goal of the professional 
worker is enablement through the initiation of the process by which 
the capacity of the community to function as an integrated whole will 
grow as it increasingly discovers its latent ability to deal with com-
munity problems . The focus here would be on the recess of self-help 
8. Murray G. Ross , Conceptual Problems in Community Organization, 
P • 180. 
9 . Murray G. Ross , Co:rnmunity Organi7.ation: Theory and Principles , 
P• 39. 
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rather than on a specific welfare objective . The achievement of a 
, specific technical improvement would be a secondary goa.l , subject to 
the choice of the people . The process as defined here furthennore 
II lends itself better to universal application in any co:mrnunity, be it 
urban or rural , civilized or primitive , functional or geographical. 
II In the further elaboration upon the nature of co:mrnunity development 
the United Nations Administrative Commi ttee on Coordination also stresses 
the primary importance of self-determination. 
In actual operations , field workers (or practitioners) must be 
concerned with getting specific things done . So the immediate 
objectives of community development c~~ be defined in terms 
of more literates , improved agricult ur al production , better health, 
better nutrition, fuller use of labor , capital formation in the form 
of roads , wel ls , community centres , and so on . But community de-
velopment should not be regarded simply as a series of episodes 
embodied in concrete achievements . Success in these , important 
though it may be , is less importa.nt than the qualitative changes 
expressed in attitudes and relationships , which add to human dig-
nity, and increase the continuing capacity of the people to help 
themselves .nlO 
This statement and the further elaboration in the document reveal 
a reconciliatory approach rather than primary commitment to "self-determi-
nation" and would frequently set up a preconceived welfare goal , often 
externally determined and then attempt to use "self-help" methods to 
attain the goal . 
II On the other hand cormnunity development projects in some areas have 
practiced in terms of the urely refined community organization process 
10. United Nations Document E/2931 . ~· cit., Annex III , p . 5· 
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as defined by Poss. It would often depend on the skilJs of the practi-
tioner. The program of the Division of Community ~ducation in Puerto 
Rico is an exan1 le of such projects: 
•••• ~ven when large econonuc and sociFl problems are solved 
through government e forts. the must be accom anied by the 
growth and development of the community itself if these gains 
are to be permanent . Thus the Division centers its work on 
the community - its perception of itself and its own potential; 
its methods of doing th~ngs for itself; the development of its 
own resources and t e solutions of its own problems. The problems 
are the community's own; the motivations and processes by which 
the community grm.;s as it solves these problems are the conce:rn 
of the Division . 1111 
It is clear therefore that there is almost a complete simiJarity 
between community organization and community development in terms of 
the wide rcmee of 2pproaches towards welfare work in a community. 
Even though the Western world is largel committed to the "democratic" 
way of life, and although the helping processes of socis.l work is based 
on a philosophy of com lete democratic self-determination, the need for 
less developed countries to accelerate their advancement in order to 
"catch up with \-~estern civilization11 often calls for methods of stimu-
lating progress which would be less dilatory than the slow moving process 
of complete democratic self-determination on the local level. 
Three Approaches to Community Development 
There are various ways in which programs of aid to "backward" or 
under-developed communi ties have been applied. l1ention can be made 
here of instances where approaches of blatant imposition of development 
11. Charles F. Cannell. and others (Eds), Community Change: 
An Action Pro grant in Puerto Rico, p . 2 . 
schemes were tried out . These have been severely criticized for ailure 
to reach obj ectives or to achieve the coo eration of the people , or where 
results ce.n not yet be measured for t he very methods of autocratic im-
position utilized. The case of the Karadj dam project in Iran which 
was partl y supported by the u. s. I nternational Cooperat ion Administration 
funds is a well known example of complete failure and a waste of many 
millions of dollars on account of unwise planning which was out of step 
with local needs and resources . l2 
Instances of planned development with no participation by the people 
for whom these pl ans are made can be f ound in most countries of the world 
II where slum- clearance schemes and urb211 reset tlement in housing develop-
ments have been carried out by authorities. Reference is ma.de by Ernest 
Witte of Liberation Province in Egypt where rural development is carried 
out in this imposed fashion , believing that this method of forced im-
provement would in the end move the villeger faster and quicker along 
the road to progress and democracy.l3 Ross refers to three further 
distinctive approaches which differ from the method of crude imposition. l4 
12 . Bernard s . Van Rensselaer , Holt Not to Handle Foreign Aid , 
PP• 2.5 - 30. 
13. Er nest F. Wit te , "Community Development in Selected Countries", 
Social Work , Vol. 2., No . 1 ., January, 19.57, p . 14; Hal Lehrman , "Potem-
kin Village on the Ni le", The Reporter , 1ay 3, 19.56 , p . 30 ; T. R. Batten , 
"The Community and Development", Corona , Vol . I II , No. 9 , September , 
19.51 , P• 333. 
14. Murray G. Ross , Community Organization: Theory and Prin-
ciples , PP • 7 - 1.5. 
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First is the ap roach where an external agent im lants a specific 
program in a community and tries to secure the acceptance of his lans 
by the corornunity. He studies the community, diagnoses the needs, dis-
cusses the need for the projected progr8m of improvement and tries to 
"sell" his ideas to the people , and by various means of discussion and 
visual aid seeks their cooperation in estab ishing the progr~m. In 
this method there is usually some concern for the feelings of the people 
and a concerted effort is made to obtain their support or a plan which 
can by all manner of reasoning be accepted as helpful by both the inno-
va.tor and the community, even though the plan is determined by the ex-
ternal agent . Experience in this manner of o erating was gained by agents 
of the Near East Foundation in Syria where home improvement projects 
were success ully started , but in spite of ainst&king effort to make 
these effective and permanent , they had to e terminated after a few 
years on account of dee seated sus icions which could not be overcome.l5 
Ed1vHrd Spicer also illustrates this kinc.l of a proach in the efforts of 
an agricultural agent to introduce hybrid corn seed in a smalJ farming 
conrrnuni ty .16 
The second is the com r&hensive or "multiple" a roach which attempts 
to take into consideration the many as ects of community life. 
The very conce t of comrr:uni ty development. • • • • den1ands the use 
of the knowledge and skills of al the relevant national ser-
15. H. B. Allen, ~· cit . , p . 41, 59, 60. 
16. F~ward H. Spicer (E ) , Human Problems in Technological 
Change , PP • 36 , 37 . 
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vices in an integrated rather than fr~gmentary way. To serve 
the ultima.te ob 'ective of a fuller and better Ufe or indi-
viduals within the family and the community, the technical ser-
vices must be conceived in a manner which reco~nizes the in-
divisibi1ity of the welfare of the individual • ..L7 
Projects of this nature are, usua Jy carried out by a team of 
eA-perts attem ting to provide a variety of services which will serve 
the economic, educational , recreational and health needs of the commu-
nity. Allen refers to the "Four Essentials of Education" of Dr. Thomas 
Jesse Jones who 
asserts that all education should be built around four aspects 
or ' essentials ' of individual and corr~nity life - the economy, 
the home, health, and recreation. This basic concept has been 
the fore-runner of a new approach ~ corr~ity development 
which is referred to ••• as th• . ' comprehensive approach 1 .18 
This approach is related to the notion that community life is an 
integrated whole, and that a change in one aspect of the life of the 
people will have repercussions in various other aspects . The develop-
ment program must therefore be considered in terms of the totality of 
the needs of the community.l9 
As in the former approach there is an effort here to consider the 
feeljngs of the people , but there is greater concern for the impact of 
these changes on the various aspects of the total life of the community, 
17 . United Nations Document , E/2931, ~· cit., Annex III , P• 6. 
18. H. B. Allen , Qn• cit. , p. 99 . 
19. Food and Agriculture OrEanization of the United Nations , 
Essentials of RurcU. ~ielfare: An Awroach to the Improvement of Rural 
Well-being, pp. 2 , 10 . 
----===-
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considering the cultural background of the people, seeking to account 
for the social consequences of technical change , and attempting to 
integrate direct and supportive measures into the total regional and 
national l<ms of development . Apparent outstan.ding success in this 
method has been achieved in the new state of' Israel. 
The general economic and social policies of the State are based 
on age-old principles of Jewish communal law and custom originally 
set forth in detail in the Talmud. Recognition of the social 
responsibility of the 'community ' under various forms of govern-
ment throughout the ages was therefore further accentuated by 
the determination of the Zionist movement to found a democratic 
State with a classless society • • • The hilosophy of the social 
responsibility of the community is expressed in its purest form 
in the character of local governn1ent so that one inevitably looks 
there or the practical expression of the social policy of the 
state . 20 
Social scientists have become interested in the application of their 
knowledge of primitive cultures , the transmission of knowledge , human 
relations , and of the nature of ~cculturation and change. In many areas 
of the world they have advised on how programs nrust be adapted to the 
culture of the people and how reforms can best be brought about in 
terms of patterns of individual and collective behaviour. nost of 
the literature on foreign aid programs, colonial government develop-
ment schemes, experiments in community development, fundamental 
education , introduction of cooperative societies and agricultura~ 
extension in underdeveloped areas bear evidence of such effort$ . 21 
20. United Nations Document ST/SOA/SER. 0/13, Monograph of 
Community Settlements and Report of the Survey Mission on Comnrunity 
Organization and Development - Israel,pp. 57,58. 
21. Maurice Colombain, Cooperatives and Fundamental Education , 
(See chapter on Cooperdtives for the Reform of Customs), P• 105. 
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It is however clear that in this approach the main focus is still 
on predetermined objectives and standards , and a careful analysis of 
the traditional and current behavior , beliefs, and aspirations of the 
people enables the innovator to determine the manner in which these 
changes can be introduced in order that they may be more acceptable 
to the people. The people may be willing to accept the change and 
be involved in determining the nature of the change , and may parti-
cipate in carrying out the change , but the initial stimulus and overall 
planning as well as a considerable portion of the specific objectives 
and activities will be directed by a small group of experts and leaders, 
and will be external to most of the people in the community • 
. 1 The third approach which can be identified is the one where the 
focus is upon the activating process per se. Here means are sought 
whereby the process of self-help can be initiated which will enable 
the people to identify their own needs and problems, seek their own 
solutions to these problems, and make their own choices regarding the 
seeking and acceptance of external national or foreign aid in technolo-
gical improvements . Here technical change is seen as a result of 
social action , in contrast to the previously mentioned approaches where 
the attention is primarily centred upon technical change and the social 
consequences , or cultural adjustments are considered as an important 
adjunct. 
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This "inner resources" approach is in direct agreement w·ith the 
professional social work process of hel ing individuals and groups 
~-vork to'vTards a satisfactory solution o their roblems and is centred 
in the first place upon the people themselves and their own ability 
to function successfully by becoming aH·are of their mm potentialities 
and by finding ways and means to meet their needs. In the minds of 
many technicians this method of work has many disadvantages: the pace 
is slow, the action decided upon may not be in agreement '-vith govern-
ment plans or may not meet the requirements of the resources available , 
the technician can not control the decisions and plans even though 
there may be various alternative ways of carrying out the program more 
effectively. On the other hand, those who believe in this approach point 
towards the necessity for helping people to learn by working together 
at the problems they feel to be Lmportant and t hen moving progressively 
tot.,rard more difficult problems . This ki11d of learning through experience 
is more meaningful and ermanent because it becomes an integral part 
of community living in contrast to the resistance which is provoked by 
imposed programs , no matt er how subtly introduced. 22 
This approach calls for a genui ne t r ust in the people and a belief 
in their ability to le~rn and gr ow . ter a study of the community 
education program in Puerto Rico , Caroline Ware remarks: 
22 . l1urray G. Ross , Co!l1IIlunity Organhat.l.on: Theory and Prin-
~i lf?_g , • 14. 
(during a previous visit) ••• I had found that many governmental 
leaders were either uninterested or afraid the participation of 
untrained people might make it difficult to carry out plann d 
programs . Now all that had changed . I t would not have been 
surprising to find that the Puerto Rican development effort had 
lost its zest , as has happened so often to reform movements else-
where. That it has gathered momentum instead may well be due to 
the fact that the movement has found its base , and the leaders 
their partners , in the people . ~3 
There are various instances of this method at work in backward 
rural communities. Ross quotes the example of one of the first com-
munity development proj ects in Egypt which is described by the Inter-
national Unit of the u. s . Social Security Administration: 
l-1ohammed S ••• 1..ras different from any other government official the 
fellaheen had ever kn01m. He didn ' t collect taxes . He was not 
interested in catching criminals . He j ust walked around the 
village , talking to people and helping them with whatever task 
they happened to be doing . 
At first , the fellaheen were suspicious , but as time went on, 
they began to take him for granted and no longer fell silent when 
he j oined a group of them. 
One day, he came upon three fellaheen angrily discussing their 
school fines . It was bad enough that the children must go to 
school in another village three miles away, but it was worse 
that the fathers must pay l.Yhen the children failed to arrive. 
The fines were large . It would take three days ' work to pay 
them off . 
~~'Why don ' t you build a school here7 11 asked Mohammed. "Then you 
could see that the children arrived. " 
The fellaheen shook their heads , they had thought of that , but 
every inch of ground was under cul tivation and could not be spared. 
"Build it over there ," said Mohammed , pointing to a strip of use-
less swampland. 
Everyone laughed, but Mohammed persisted. The land could be filled 
with rubbish and di rt from the streets . Level off the hills and 
the bumps in the roads and there would be plenty of earth to add to 
it. The government might loan them a truck . 
23 . Caroline F. r~ are , "Puerto Ricans Join Hands , " .Am.ericas , 
Vol. 5 , No. 6, June , 1953 , pp . 1 , 2 . 
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t The men shook their heads , but they began talking about it and 
soon everyone in the village was talking . Some old men , no 
longer able to go to the fields , began collecting the rubbish 
into heaps . Soon almost everyone was picking up rubbish as he 
walked along and the rubbish heaps grew bigger and bigger , the 
streets cleaner and cleaner . The truck came. The swam dis-
appeared . 
By the time the school was built , the village was almost convinced 
that the government really had sent Mohrumned there for no other 
reason than to help them. They talked to him about m1:my other 
roblems . 
"Is the rich water of the Nile unhealthy as some have tried to 
claim?" 
\~en Mohammed showed them what the water looked like under a 
microscope , the fellaheen began to tal k about a well . But , again, 
there was the problem of finding land on which to lace the central 
tank , and again , it was the old swrunpland that held the answer . 
Deep underground water , entirely suitable for drinking , was found 
beneath the filled- in land.24 
This worker o viously believed in the people ' s right and ability 
to help themselves . He was not attempting to introduce a specific re-
form such as improved health or farming methods but was looking for a 
means of initiating the process of coo erative action. After he had 
II won their trust , the opportunity came when they expressed their concern 
over an issue about which there was a good deal of feeling. Their 
experience of the success of collective effort enabled them to move on 
to further proj ects . Interesting also is the indirect manner in which 
they were led to the cleAning up of their neighborhood. 
11 In the undertakings where this approach is used successfully the 
worker is less concerned about the nature of the specific problem than 
24 . Murray G. Ross , ~· cit . p • 14,15 . 
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about the initiating of the enabling process by which problems can be 
solved. What counts is the opportunity of using the expressed need 
to get the people to work together toward a solution with the aim in 
view that as they solve the one problem after the other they will 
develop increasing capacity to function cooperatively. 
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CHAPTER III 
Basic Requirements for the Functioning of the Helping Process 
The more sophisti cated approach to the professional social work 
concept of the community organization process ::ts put forward by Ross 
and as it is sporadically practised in community development gives a 
clue to what can be reg<=<rded the prime~ry requirement of any effort 
towards the development of "backward" coiillr.unities . What are these 
communities? "The community is people 11 , says Leo Perlis . 
Surely, it is the city hall and the plant , the park and the jail , 
the school and the hospital , the home and the fire department , but 
more than anything else , the community is people - the people in 
the city hall , the mayor and the counciJmen , the people in the 
plant , the owners and the managers and the workers , the people 
in the school , the teachers and the youngsters , the members of 
the board of education and the superintendent, the principal and 
the parent . 
The aim in community development is primarily to help the people 
themselves; not the national econmzy, nor the government authorities; 
it is not to glorify the innovator nor to prove a theory or carry out 
a master plan , but to help individuals through their communal life to 
attain a state of increasing self realization and a feeling of well-
being. We consi der a philosophy of democratic self determine.tion as 
basic to any successful effort of this nature and it is therefore ne-
cessary that a community development project must have a clear goal 
of initiating and nurturing this process of democratic cooperative 
1 . Leo Perlis , A Corr®unity is People , p . 184. 
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functioning . There are some basic elements which are required for the 
successful functioning of this process . 
Cooperative effort 
In 'backward 11 areas of the world >-Ihere under-privileged communities 
are often char~cterized by ignorance , poverty. sickness , discord, lack 
of foresight and resignation , and the resultant human suffering , the 
individual feels powerless in the fight against the problems of every-
day living which confront him. One way of overcoming some of these 
difficulties lies in cooperative effort with his neighbors . Cooperation 
serves not only material and physical needs of man but also his psycho-
social needs of association and identification , and of a sense of se-
curity , and removal of the frustrations which so often result in the 
apathetic acceptance of his condit i ons of living . 
Cooperative groups exist in n1ost of the under- developed countries 
of the world , but thei r concept of coopere>.tion is often quite different 
from the Western notion of deliberate collective effort toward certain 
desired ends . 
The cooperati ve units we find in Africa , Latin America , the 
1-:iddle East , and China ••• are units with an organic basis 
deriving from the past and originc.ting in birth , repeating 
patterns , not reaching toward the future . Here an individual 
is born. into a family , a village , a church group , and when he 
acts for the welfare of the unit he is often merely filling his 
prescribed role : the cooperation is incidental . 2 
Ross points out that just as many individuals need help in a 
2. 11argaret Nead ( Ed.) Cultural Patterns and Technical Change , 
p . 182. 
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realignment of their personal capacities to solve their own problems , 
so do communities of people frequently need help in organizing to deal 
with their needs either because they lack the knowledge or suitable 
institutions for collective functioning or because they may function 
more effectively if such help were available) 
It is therefore necessary to help the 11 backward 11 community to dis -
cover the power which lies in the method of working together in over-
coming difficulties which loom too large for the individual . 4 
Problems should be Related to the Community 
The content of the action taken on a collective basis must be the 
content of community problems . If we assume th~t democratic functioning 
requires cooperative action in the affairs of the community there must 
be proper motivation for this action . Motivation will best arise from 
the needs which are felt and expressed by the people . Work should start 
from these known needs and can then move progressively tov.rards the more 
complex problems as the community learns by experience and increases its 
capacity to solve its own problems • 
• • • stress is laid on the need to encourage communities of people 
to identify their own wants and needs and. to work cooperatively at 
satisfying them. Projects are not predetermined but develop as 
discussion in communities is encouraged, proceeds , and focuses the 
) . Murray G. Ross , Community Organization: TheoEY and Prin-
ciples , p . 91 . 
4 . For a fuller discussion of cooperation and cooperative 
undertakings refer to }fuurice Colombain , Cooperatives and Fundamental 
Education , UNESCO , 1950; DigbyJ Cooperati on : V..fbat it Means and how it 
Works , Longmans , Green , London , 1947 ; .!llen Arsenault , 11 Social Progress 
in Eastern Ccme.da" , Fundamental and Adult Education , Vol . IV ., No ., 4 ., 
October , 1952 . 
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real C<mcerns of the people .5 
Community development. aims at helping people to develop community 
life that has more meaning for them in terms of living a fuller , more 
satisfying life . But progress will have significance for them only 
to the degree that the improvement projects are related to their 
primary concerns . 
Proble~s which are not closely related to the people , or those 
which are the concern of one person or a selected few will not draw 
the free cooperation of the people . Experience at the Ncoha Rural 
Community ~·elfare Centre in the Union of South Africa shows how the 
people participated enthusiastically in the erection of a building 
which they asked for and planned themselves , but evinced a very poor 
response when their help was requasted for another building unit 
considered a necessary addition by the authorities . The answer is 
obvious : they did not feel the need for the additional building . 6 
Satisfaction of the Needs of the Peo~le 
The success of introducing the new cooperative manner of functioning 
in a co~nunity to work at the problems which p8ople feel to be important 
II will depend on the satisfaction they derive from it . The pleasure of 
beloneing to a newly formed group which gives the individual an op-
portunity to express his opinion freely is not enough . This has to be 
5. Murray G. Ross , QQ. cit., p . 14. 
6. M. A. Bough , An ~xperiment in Rural African Development , 
1954, (mimeographed) , p . ?. 
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backed up by other gratifications and rewards . Host important of these 
is a feeling of achievement . This can best be reached if projects under-
taken by the group start with modest obj<3ctives where there is a reason-
able prospect of early attainment . The problem of priorities in any 
Helfare program is al·;.vays a difficult one . The expert inevitably sees 
the pressing urgency of certain needs as conceived of by him in terms 
of his own values or in terms of his diagnosis of the total situation . 
In community development however , urgency has no meaning unless the 
people conceive of the problem as being urgent . In the depressed and 
bac~~ard community there are often a nmnber of problems which are urgent . 
In helping people to choose among these the worker should keep in mind 
the need for achieving success in their efforts by the community. ? 
Failure to achieve reasonable objectives , thereby disappointing 
people who have been promised a better life , can result in a 
ma j or setback . So many factors are involved in undertakings 
of this nature that it is only too easy to launch worth-while 
projects in such a manner that no permanent impact is made. 
When this happens , not only has the investment in that project 
been lost , but ( and this is much more serious) a people who were 
already discouraged are now more distrustful than ever . It is 
much better to start modestly and carefully and then forge ahead 
with ever increasing speed as the local participants gain faith 
in the progr1:1.m. 8 
Success in achieving small objectives will help to gain faith 
in the program and there will be more readiness to accept nev1 facts 
which are now identified with a situation in which satisfaction has 
been experienced. For the same reasons it is also useful to begin 
? . F. A . 0 . Essentials of Rural Welfare . Hashington , U. '3 •. ll . • , 
1949 , pp . 14- 16 . 
8 . H. B. ~llen , QQ• cit., p . 191 . 
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with projects that promise tangible results , the value of which is 
readily appreciated. 
The Widest possible Involvement 
11 Basic to the democratic process of self- determination is the 
maximum possible participation of the community in .formulating their 
needs , their plans, their goals , and the effort to find the means to 
reach these goals ; only then can it be expected that they will also 
be involved in the consequences o.f their undertaking . Those who were 
not involved cannot fully share the satisfaction of achievement or the 
meaning of disappointment and they often .for.ro the core of organized 
I resistance to change . 
II Al though primitive communities are less intricate in structure 
than the modern industrialized community with its variety o.f cultural 
and vocati onal sub- groups , they do have closely knit kinship groups , 
often a stratified class structure and economic , geographical and 
friendship sub- groups .9 Rel ationships between sub- groups often strongly 
influence community integration and the democratic process gives an 
opportunity to cut across these lines in workL~g for co~~on goals . 
This does not mean that existing structure for planned or traditional 
representation is not to be taken into account. Traditional leaders 
are by no means always despots who inherited their power; their wisdom 
and insight is often remarkable. The following anecdote from the 
Transkei, South Africa , illustrates the understanding of the concept 
9 . Edward H. Spicer , 22• cit ., p . 289 . 
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and evaluation of self- help among illiterate Xhosa people . 
The 11asizake Bantu Cooperative has an all- native Board of Directors 
with a chairman who can only read and write his own varnacular. 
The local Magistrate is always very helpful with advice whenever 
they ask for it . But when there was a suggestion from the Registrar 
of Cooperatives that the 11agistrate be requested to become the 
chairman of the Poard of Directors, the opinion of the members was 
sought. One old man pondered the matter and said: 11 If we do that , 
we must change our name from 1Masizake 1 (which means: l et us build 
ourselves) to 1Masikiwe 1 (which means: let us be built). Needless 
to say, this subtle expression of their feeling and understanding 
of self-help settled the matter. lO 
Ross points out : 
In every community there is probably a special kind of elite -
older citizens whose age and status mark them out as symbols 
of importance in the community. To be denied any contact or 
association with such persons handicaps community integration; 
and development of such contacts and relationships may facilitate 
this process . ll 
It is the responsibility of the people and not of one person to 
decide upon the problem they wish to solve and hm>1 it is to be solved. 
Everyone must have the right to be informed and the right to participate 
if he so wishes . ~fuen a member of a group is prevented from participat-
ing actively his per sonal development is inhibited. Getting the maximum 
community participation on the local level is often a slow moving and 
difficult task and there are always pressures in operation for speedily 
producing overt results . The worker will not brush aside the concern 
of those who urge for action but has to be on the alert for falling 
into the trap of planning exclusively with the few r e8.dy ent.husiasts. 
10. M. ~ . Rough, ££• cit., p . 9. 
11. Ross , £Q• cit., p. 117. 
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The fullest possible Communicat.ion 
If there is to be full participation and involvement of all the 
people proper communication is essential . The worker must be able to 
communicate what he has to contribute to the people and there must 
be means of intercommunication and expression among the people . The 
educational and organizational aspects of communication have very wide 
implications in relation to contact with the "outside world" and 
coordination with government administration , but we refer here mainly 
to the means whereby the worker is enabled to 11put across 11 the essentials 
of new knowledge to stimulate change and promote insight , and the 
organizational means whereby the people can be enabled to take collective 
action on a basis of shared perception and expression of their needs 
and desires in relation thereto . 
In many undertakings of community development the worker who is 
in direct contact with the people on the village level should be chosen 
from their own midst or their own cultural group . Not only is it 
essential for him to know the language of the people but it is essential 
for him to have the ability to establish rapport through sensitive 
identification with the people . 
II The utilization of educational aids seems essential. \;]here illiteracy 
makes it impossible to make full use of the printed word , audio- visual 
aids such as films and film- strips , posters and pictures , and other 
graphic materials are most useful . These media have been successfully 
used in all areas where community dev alopment has been attempted . In 
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Puerto Rico this aspect of the work is regarded as so important that 
the Division of Community Education has its own Production Section 
12 
where motion pictures , posters and booklets are produced . 
Another form of communication widely used in under-developed 
countries is demonstration through pilot projects, agricultural plots, 
and other operational demonstrations . This medium enables the innovator 
to transmit information in a manner which is significantly more meaning-
ful and enlightening than communicating only by printed or spoken words . 
It is more convincing because it 11proves the point", and provides the 
opportunity for the people to per~eive and experience at first hand . 13 
The bringing together of the people in a common undertaking where 
they can through democratic procedure express their opinions and work 
together on a more equal basis and with less fear and inhibition than 
in many of the traditional groups they are familiar with sets in motion 
the process of interaction through which more effective interpersonal 
communication can be established. The worker has an important part to 
play here in working towards an atmosphere of mutual respect and trust 
12 . Charles F . Cannell, and others, (Eds . ) "Community Change: 
An Action Program in Puerto Hico", The Journal of Social Issues, Vol. 
IX, No . 2, 1953, pp . 14-17~ 
13 . U. N. Document ST/SOA/Ser . 0/10, Report of the Mission of 
Community Organization and Develo ment in South and Southeast Asia, 
p . 62; U. N. Document E/CN/S/303 Rev . l., Social Pro re s s throu h 
CommunityDevelopment, pp. 37- 40, 91; F' . A. 0, Document C49 17, F' .A. 0. 1 s 
Program for Extension and Advisory Services, p . 4; Margaret Mead (Ed . ), 
~· cit. , pp . 186, 189, 190 . 
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where contributions in discussion are not only welcomed and appreciated 
but also encouraged . As discussion leader he will see that questions 
are raised which have not yet been considered and that a decision on 
action is not rushed through before all opinions have been fully shared. 
II The structure of an organization in the community has great sig-
nificance and should be decentralized enough for communication to per-
meate through to every member in order that as large a majority of the 
people as is possible can participate in decisions . On the other hand 
it should, wherever possible , make use of the traditional ways of trans-
mitting and spreading information , and. would therefore need a close 
knowledge of local custom, as well as consultation with local people 
who know what media are possible and most effective . l4 
Group Awareness 
II One of the most basic requirements of any method of helping people 
as it has evolved in education , psychiatry and social '~ork is increasing 
self aw~reness of the recipient. This involves the need for the com-
munity to become increasingly aware of its own potentialities as well 
as to gain proper perspective of its own limitations in relation to 
restrictive a.nd disabling forces in society and nature. 
II Expressions of a sense of helplessness by direct verbalization , 
and of feelings of inferiority observed through symptoms of lethargy 
and apathy and general resistance to change are evidenced in most of 
the literature on under- developed areas . These communities need new 
14. Ross , ££• cit. , pp . ~78-184 . 
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inspiration , the awakening of a belief in themselves and more confi-
dence in their ability to overcome their difficulties th!'ot1.gh communal 
effort . Lockwert Zici , Director of the Ncoha Rural Community "~•Telf'are 
Centre in the Transkei , Union of South Africa , reports as folloHs: 
The inability of the people to adjust to the impact of Western 
civilization on their former way of life c:111d economy results 
in a low level of livelihood , frustration and a fatality of outlook. 
They are being helped to gain confidence in themselves through 
the solution of their known and simple needs by cooperative action.l.5 
The initiation of the self- help process and concomitant collective 
functioning is possible only if people can gain insight into their own 
problems , acquire a better understanding of the immediate factors in-
fluencing these problems , learn some of the primary skills needed for 
tackling t.hem, and are he1ped to tap some of the resources - internal 
and external - which can be utiliz.ed for solving them. This can not 
be achieved by the formal transmission of knowledge only, but needs 
the accompc:mying emotional experiences of getting things done , of satis-
fying some of their felt needs and desires , of being involved as active 
participants , of sharing these things with their neighbors on a less 
inhibitive basis , and of some conscious understanding of what is hap-
pening in their midst . Only then can they become aware of tr.eir capa-
city to solve their own problems and increase their ability to do so. 
In a description of the work of the Community ~ducation Division 
in Puerto Rico the difficult role of the group organizer is referred to . 
1.5 . Lockwert Zici , Apnendix to the Report on the Ncoha Rural 
Welfare Experiment~ 1951- 1952 , (mimeographed) , p . 3. 
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••• they (the people) learn to work together to solve the problem 
and to generalize from the steps that were followed in that process 
so that other problems will be tackled similarly. Since it is 
virtually impossible to get people to follow such a process with-
out insight , understanding and appreciation of jndividual and 
group relationships , the group organizer must in leading the group 
motivate , explain , involve , and encourage. At times he may prod 
or explain , at other times retard or question . His role is a 
complicated one. The development of a mode of thought and a means 
of organization and action which can be applied to the solution of 
problems requires a shift in people's self-perceptions from depen-
dent IJersons reliant on authority figures to persons who have a 
potential for self-direction .16 
Any group of people subjected to the kind of disabilitieB which 
make for an almost complete lack of insight into the methods whereby 
they can progress v-rill need tbe skillful application of methods where-
by they can be helped to understand the steps by which they are moving 
forward. Movement in this field is inevitably slow, and when it takes 
place , as it often does , in the realm of the intangible , it is hard 
to percebre . The worker 1-i'ill do well to engage regularly, through de-
finition and explanation and by way of encouragement , in helping the 
people to be aware of the meaning of their action . 
16 . Cannell , and ot.he.rs -' lEkr~) • .212 • cit. , p . 56. 
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Some l\spects of ¥ovement 
The concept of process is a dynamic one which implies movement . 
The process involved in the promotion of self- help in a community im-
plies movem~nt in two dimensions . Firstly we can conceive of the 
community moving from the point of identification of a problew through 
the various steps of action towards the att:.ainment of the goal of solv-
ing the problem. This problem solving process may be in operation in 
communities in V!irying forms and with varying degrees of self- determi-
nation , without the intervention of !3. professiomtl community worker . 
Cooperc:>.ting units and cooperative action are in evidence in various 
cultures in many of the under- developed areas of the >-JOrld , although 
they may frequently differ from the 'destern concept of concerted action 
in a collective ef'fort toward a unifying goal . l The task of the com-
munity development worker may be to strengthen or modify the eiisting 
manner of group functioning or to initiate the cooperative method of 
collective functioning c:>s a new way for the people to tackle their 
problems . Learning of this new method will enable the people to solve 
present problems and also to hendle future problems. Here then we can 
conceive of the second dimension of movement in the form of growth of 
the community towards an increasing capacity to deal with its own problems . 
1. Margaret Nead, ( Ed . ) , 2!2• cit ., p . 182. 
This ongoing process of growth and learning may be designated the 
cardinal requirement of meaningful help- giving . This makes help 
more permanent , and determines the degree to which under-developed 
communities may be enabled to help themselves . 
We will consider movement from the stage of introduction of the 
worker to the community . In most community development projects the 
innovator encounters some form of resistance among the people . 
Resistance to Change 
There are various ways in which resistance to change is manifested 
and they may vary from culture to culture. In many parts of the world 
people cling to the belief that only God can change man ' s lot and that 
man himself can not affect his orr.rn future . There is a passive acceptance 
of their canditions of living as the will of God or as the working of 
fate. In other groups there are attitudes of adaptation to their con-
ditions and of not doing anything about inadequacies until it is too 
late . Others may be consciously fond of the way of life they have.2 
One can however safely generalize about resistance to change in terms 
of the feeling of security which all people find in the way of life 
they are familiar with . Conservatism may make people accept problems 
as a necessary evil, custom and sheer fa.miliarity with their disabi-
lities may make them unconscious of problems which they live with every 
day, and ignorance may make them unaware of simple solutions. ?eople 
resist changes which threaten basic feelings of security, they resist 
2 . Margaret Mead , (Ed . ) , .22• cit., p . 18.3, 184. 
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proposed changes which they do not understand, and they resist efforts 
to force them to change) 
Resistance to change in community development is frequently a 
symptom of inappropriateness in the cross-cultural situation where 
there might be something lacking in the rel ations between the inno-
vator and the people . or where the proposed change is impractical and 
demands too much of the people .4 
But , significant for us on the other hand, are the findings of 
anthropologists and other social scientists that people nevertheless 
accept change and that R.ll communities are in fact subject to ·constant 
change) 
This d~ality in respect to cultural change is of basic sig-
nificance in both its parts for the introduction of the helping process . 
On the one hand ,,.e are aware that people are constantly subjected to 
alterations in their circumstances through repeated and new experiences 
and that they can change and adapt to a variety of situations. This 
supports the belief in human growth and development , and in the ability 
of people to learn through experience and suggestion . 
On the other hand we know that there are certain circumstances 
which condition people ' s inclination to change. Careful study of the 
3. Spicer, QQ. cit .,pp. 183 , 184. 
4 . Ibid., p . 177. 
5. Ross , 22• cit ., pp . 87 , 88 ; Eugene A. Nida , Customs and 
Culture~ Anthropolog;y for Christian H:issi ons , pp . 231- 249; Benjamin 
D. Pau~, Health . Culture and Community, p . 473. 
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culture of the community and sensitivity of perception can enable the 
worker to identify some of these factors and '·mrk to,.rards the removal 
of negative factors in order to facilitate change , and towards the 
rendering of incentives to stimulate the will to progress . 
Motivation and Facilitating Change 
One often comes across the notion that simple primitive cultures 
should not be disturbed because the people seem perfectly happy and 
content with what they have . It rr.ay be a moot point whether there are 
any communi ties in existence who are not aware of problems , but •.re have 
evidence from all areas where efforts have been made to help communities 
irrprove their living conditions that people are conscious of some diffi-
culties confronting them. I."ore often than not attitudes in these communi-
ties evince some form of feeling of helplessness and passivity, which 
is often manifested by uncooperativeness , distrust and sometimes hosti-
lity toward the outgroup or to•·Jard external offers of help . 
The Tomlinson Commission on the development of native African 
areas in the Union of South Africa reports as follows: 
The greatest and most difficult problem confronting the Commission 
was the fact that it appeared as if all efforts in connection with 
the deve1opment of the Bantu Areas , were arrested by the unwilling-
ness of the Bantu . How to convert this reluctance into s ontaneous 
and purposeful action is the central roblem. • • 
Despite propelling forces which cause fermentation and frequently 
lead to ex losions , the Comrr.ission found a strong feeling of de-
pendency on the part of the Bantu to-.,ards the E~ropean , as the 
person having knowledge of the new and unknown. 
6 . Union of South Africa Government Document U. G., 61/1955 , 
Sm~~ry of the Report of the Comrr.ission for the Socio- Economic Develop-
ment of the Bantu AreRs within the Union of South Africa , 1955, pp.l57 15J . 
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In the colonial situation -.;.;here welfare and development schemes 
have for many years been rovided by the "mother" country, or 1:vhere 
national governments have tried t o press for reforms in soil reclamation 
or health measures which seemed to be of urgent necessity, the indigenous 
eoples display attitudes of passivity and dependence in looking upon 
the government as the all-powerful provider of their needs , and often 
also Bs the source of most of their disabilities .? 
Statements similar to the one from South ··frica are to be ound about 
many ot her areas in the world . Ernest Fitte reports on his visit to the 
Yiddle East and outh East Asia: 
It is hard for people to grasp the idea of really determining their 
own future. The Head of the -. S . His sion of I. C. A. in one country 
said that the greatest single obst~cle in initi~ting an effective 
program in that country is the sus icion and indifference of the very 
people the programs are designed to help . 8 
In situations like t ese w"lere evidence of apathy and passive de-
pendence is reseot community workers may be faced 1vith the task of 
actually taking the initiative in stimu at·ng a sense o need for 
rogress. About this problem i oss says: 
Here the community worker takes the initiative. The initiative 
takes the form not o offering help but of stinmla t.i.ng a sense of 
need, of discont~nt of "pain" c out existing conditions, and of 
suggesting other al t~rna tj ,,e conditions w ich may prove to be 
more rewarding . Contrary to po)ular belief the creation o aware-
ness of the sources of frustration , the stimulation of need or 
discontent , the stirring of feeli~g of desire for changed conditions 
7. T. R. . Batten , Pro ems of k~ric n Develonment , Passim; 
Margaret Read , "Common Ground in Community Development Experiments 11 , 
Co:m..munity Development Bulletin, Vol. II , No. 3, P. 46, June , 1951. 
8 . E. Witte , ~· cit ., p . 9. 
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in the community is not necessarily disruptive in long terms . True , 
it creates tension and some unst~bility , out these ar e aspects of 
movement from a state of lethargy or ~pathy . In fact the stirring 
of consciousness of such frustration or blockages n1ay often be justly 
regarded as beneficial . For it forces the community to reexamine 
the situation , to consider altern~tive ways of co1rununity life and 
stimulates the community to find some means of dealing with its 
problems . It is quite conceivable that this stirring of feeling 
in the comrnunity may provide the stimulus and impetus that lead to 
significant growth . Certainly in many communities , only such a 
method will overcome existing apathy. 9 
The stirring of discontent , however , resents a ticklish roblem 
for the community worker . Unless the worker has a very close knowledge 
of the culture of the people and the meaning certain ways of acting have 
for them and unless he is sensitive to and constantly on the alert for 
indicators of the factors which stir unrest , dissatisfaction and un-
happiness , the unwise application of skills in creating new needs and 
wants which can not be satisfied, to some extent at least , \vill create 
frustrations that manifest themselves in new problems. One of the 
problems involved in juvenile crime among Bantu youth in South African 
cities is related to young people who have had some schooling in the 
European classical tradition which is not enough to qualify them for 
clerical work , and prepared them for no other vocation but unskilled 
labor which they are not prepared to accept . School curricula have been 
unrealistic in neglecting to provide technical training. This kind of 
education awakens desires which can not be met and frequently results in 
frustration and crime . 
9. Ross , £2• cit. , P • 205 . 
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It seems that the overcoming of apathy and lethargy needs an approach 
that is built on deep understanding and a helpful and responsible re-
lationship 1..rhere the awakening of needs and desires will be guided tm..rards 
gratifying channels instead of dead- end ways of frustration and unhappi-
ness . 
To overcome suspicion and distrust on the part of the people , there-
fore , seems to be of first importance . This can be achieved only through 
sympathetic identification with the people by the worker . It will in-
volve living and moving among them unobtrusively, yet with a sustained 
interest in the things they regard as important ; working among and with 
them rather than telling them what to do ; being helpful and patient and 
understanding; being respectfully accepting of them as they are and not 
condemning their ov.m customs and bsl iefs . Through the development in 
this manner of a relationship of mutual trust and respect only can 
suspicion subside and a basis for meaningful help emerge. It is some-
times easier if the community worker can be racially and culturally 
closely akin to the community, for the barriers of cultural ~ias and 
misunderstanding are hard to overcome . This is inevitably a slmr and 
lengthy task but by the time community acceptance has been gained the 
worker will already have started to influence the community in his per-
sonal contact by becoming a figure they can respect , look up to and 
identify with. 
Hotivation will then be further stimulated by helping them to 
define their problems , by fostering a clearer understanding of their 
51 
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stated pro lems , by in. uencine; preference of tackling those needs which 
can most easily be satis~ied and which will sho1r1 quick results , and by 
focussing on roblems with emotional content and significance for the 
communit~ • Hargaret }!ead refers to 
consistent and prom t attachment of some form of satisfaction • • • 
This may take the form of consistent raise , a proval , privilege , 
improved social status , strengthened integration with one ' s group , 
or material reward . I t is particularly im ort-ant when the desired 
change is such that the '1.dvantages are sloN· to materialize • • • 
The use of consistent approval or reward underlies the successful 
introduction of technical change in many parts of the world !'<S it 
has in the work of the Near East Foundatlon . lO 
In some "young " countries where new industrial and trade developments 
create general conditions of gro~~ng economic rosperity, such as rising 
wages , improved ublic services , increased employment o portunities , and 
more readi y avai able cash , the indigenous people who still have re-
latively "low" standards of living ind a f<:llse sense of inanci<'l.l se-
curity in these slender i.rnprovements of their materiel situatlon . This 
false sense of security has the effect of fu~ther encouraging the lack 
of Cl. real eeling of need. The meagre immediate material awards which 
coo erative activities on the local level offer will often be of little 
help in motivating people tmvards taking action for progress . Material 
II reward is seldom enough to stinrulate action . All the identifiable positive 
forces of motivation are often not enough and it is necessary also to 
consider the need for the removal of negative forces to reduce resis-
tance . 11 
10. Mead , .QJ2. .. cit ., pp . 276 , 277. 
11. Kurt Lewin , Gro\ p Decision and Soci~l Chan~e , • 40 , 41 . 
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In helping to bring about change we may therefore do iveD_ to re-
' 
member that it is not only motivation 1..rhich provides the drive tovrards 
groi:-rth but also skills and cognition ~rhich are essential requirements 
or facilitating cha.nge. Ignorance lies at the base of much of the 
suspicion , disorganization, poverty, and disease 1'1Thich characterize many 
": backward areas of the world. 
II Of importance here is the manner in which the community worker can 
help the people , in individual contact and in groups, to define and 
analyse their needs and to provide various suggestions of alternative 
ways to tackle and solve these. Exhaustive discussion is often easier 
in conservative communities where the pace is s.loiv and where people , 
traditionally "sleep over" a question before a decision is taken . This 
. custom can be regarded as a strength in the situation , by utilizing 
reluctance to act as an opportunity for exhaustive discussion and care-
ful planning . 
I Once the community has agreed on a problem there will be many ideas 
; 1 regarding its nature and the worker should encourage thorough discussion 
: which will point up the need for study and for careful consideration of 
practicability and other justification. At this point the people and 
,, 
I 
the worker as well may face roblems of technical knowledge which has 
to be obtained, perhaps by bringing in a technician who would be re-
quired to discuss the plans with the peo le . Or other means of formal 
education may be utilized to provide information and new insights or 
I 
II 
' 
to provide new skills required to carry out l e1ns . Didactic methods 
of education , draMa 1 radio , audio-visual aids and demonstration will 
often be utilized to im art know·ledge for use in a sphere much wider 
than which is needed for a specific plan or project; iteracy training 
for adults in addition to schools for children; contact with the outside 
v.rorld and the romotion of enlie;htenment and a broadening of horizons 
whenever the opportunity resents itself ; all these will be methods 
whereby chane;e will be facilitated . 
hnother important method of facilitating change is the use of ex-
ternal aid. This is frequently available in the form of local or 
national goverltment grants . subsidies or other services , funds from 
private foundations , and foreign aid rovisions . Facilities and 
11 resources often exist without the peoples ' knmvledge, or without their 
knowing hOiV' to make use of them. It has been a traditional pur ose of 
social work to help people make use o their environmental resources to 
meet their needs . The community worker h;:;s to fill his role as expert 
by providing information and resource material , and by so doing will 
enable the peo e to make their decisions more intelligently, discover 
and use their own resources more e ectively, and seek aid when it is 
needed and where it may be ave>.ilable . 12 
The rovision of incentives , the stimulation of the desire to 
im rove their conditions of living , and the removal of negative factors 
12. United Nations Document E/CN 5/303/Rev. 1 , Social Frogress 
Throuq;h CoiiJlllunity Develonment , 1955 . pp . 31-33 . 89-96. 
to facilitate the grm-rth and development of t he 11back1..vard11 community 
I 
constitute essential factors in effort s to help under-developed 8reas 
move tm.;ards a more advanced way of life. But to use these methods 
.for inciting radical changes in a short space of time will only mean 
I upsetting the equilibrium of community life which will rea.ct in the form 
of shortlived changes followed by more rigid resistance .l3 The skill 
here lies rather in creating a social climate for change and relying 
upon the community to move when the people feel ready for it . 
A Comfortable Pace for the Community 
II The rate at which changes can or should take place has been one of 
the most baffling problems in all situations of acculturation . On the 
one hand there are the ethical considerations of altruism and the respon-
sibility of those who have the 11know-how '' and the resources to increase 
the opportunities for "progress" of those who live in under-privileged 
II conditions . There is also motivation by governments to balance their 
national economies by making under-developed parts of their count ries 
more productive. This inclination has often been expressed in t erms 
of the need to help underdeveloped communities "catch up with Western 
Civilization". On the other hand there are the ethical considerations 
of democratic self-determination and the experience in many countries 
of the devas1tating effect ~vhich unconditional exposure to a divergent 
culture can have upon the way of life of people when the situation demands 
13. Ross ,QQ. cit ., p . )0; Spicer , Q2• cit ., PP • 18, 292 . 
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a.djustments to changes that are too great. 
~Je can probably safely assume wide agreement that t he most effective 
course of social change lies in an area between the extremes of forced 
change at the one end and a "laissez faire" attitude on the other . In 
an atte~pt to achieve more clarity on the nature of the helping process 
which can be appli ed most successfully, we propose that the f'ocus should 
be on the ability of the community to move tmvard changes as the people 
eel ready and inclined to do so. 
It has been recognized t hat each community seems to have its own 
pace at which it f'eels comf'ortable to move in accepting and adjusting 
il to changes •14 Stress has been l aid u on the slowness of' the peopl e 
in under- developed communities to become f'ully involved . A reali?;ation 
of t he manner in which one small change in the way of' living of a com-
munity can have a ~vide range of repercussions in their total lif'e 
situation indicates the need for allowing the pace to be set by the 
community itself' in terms of permitting time for adapt ation . A re-
l atively simpl e change of introducing the ox-cart with wheels in 
Africa to re:;::·lace the sled i_rnmediately involves needs f'or blacksmith 
skill, different kinds of harness , better constructed roads , a new 
!I symbol :for socia.l stc;tus , new roble:rns of relationship "torith neighbors 
who demand help vTith transport , et c . each of which will aff8ct existing 
patterns of behavior . }fargaret He<:>, . poir..ts out hovr a single line change 
14 . Arthur F. Raper , ":elf- Felp and Point Four '', Foreign -~· gri­
culture , Vol. XV , No . 6 , Par . 8 , June , 1951. 
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enforced by outside interference may disregard the hundreds of side-
effects which are taken care of in unrlanned change occurring within a 
society at its ovm pace . 
It is possible to say that in all old and habitual enterprises 
Iii th slow- e.nd traditional introduction of small changes , the 
side effects of a change can be felt and res onded to by the 
members of that society. T!hen change is introduced by external 
forces , however,beneficent in intent , these protective behaviors 
cannot operate , <'!nd changes It~.y go much too far in some given 
direction before com}::ensatory measures can be taken.l5 
Although the behavior of people can be observed and described 
as separate and specific customs and beliefs , these are all linked 
together in a totBl T:Je.y of life and hBve a meaning in relation to 
one another for the people of a specific community . Every community 
has some cultural regularities in the form o general patterns of be-
havior which can be identH'ied through careful study. A recognition 
of these traditional \'lays of behaving is absolutely essential in order 
that the innova.tor can have some idea of the effects a ne>v innovation 
is likely to have. 
The regularities and symmetri es of a culture are so ervasive 
as to seem nonexistent to the participants. This does not mean 
that they are unimportant . In fact, some student s of human in-
stitutions assert that the most significant thing to knmv about 
a society is what it takes or granted. Social scientists have 
used mHny terrns for describing cultural coherence or atterning , 
but wh2tever the term may be , the e111phasis generally falls on 
the arrnngement of the cultural elements rather than on the 
element s of belief cmd custom 11~ su.ch . l6 
15. Head , QQ.· cit., PP • J09 , JO • 
16. Paul, (Eo .), QQ.• cit., p . 471. 
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The intricate network of social liiring in even t e most primitive 
culture makes it impossible to .;aj n a cc.n1plete understanding of how 
peo le will behave but a knowledge of t he systematic features of a 
culture and sensitivity on the ~.rt of the community worker can enable 
him to del:'t."Lerately find t .e ace w. ich "~>:rill rermi t adaptation to the 
change introduced as well as to the many-sided effects 1-vhich may arise 
from t:r.is change . The rRte at which charge can take lace will he 
determined by t _e pace congenial to the co:rmnunity itself . The patterns 
of behavior which form part of 8 cu ture have very deep emotional 
mean::_ng for t '-e eople who practice t_ em ~s art of an integr:;te v'ay 
of life ;.rhich is the source of feelings o.f security and acce tance 
among their neighbors el? The resistance encountered in bringing 8 out 
ch;mges may be regarued as a self- protective device ag~'inst the tl:reaten-
ing influences Hhich may destroy that securi t' • But if n1ovement is not 
forced and there is enough time for proper adjustment to the nevr changes , 
there 1-Jill be opportunity for resolving of conflict , the new innovations 
Hill be less threatening , and the slm.r movement will ::m _ort the o eration 
of self- rotection at a rate dictat ed by the ability of tte comnunity 
to tolerate growth and development . 
Nurturinr Continued Growth 
The process o.f overco:rning resist~nce to change , providing in-
centives to motivate change , and hel ing the ·eople in the utilhation 
17 . Spicer , ~· cit ., p . 287 . 
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of internal and external resources to acilitate progress at a pace 
II set by the community itself is by ito very nE~.ture a continuous one . 
The ;recess is slow, and the introduction of a method of cooperative 
action to solve one roblem will not automatically enable the community 
to solve alJ its other robl8ms . Frankel states: 
In my view a 1.vhole eople can no more be given rapid economic de-
Yelopment by investment in mass education , th.s>.n it can be given 
"democracy" by "investment" in mass political training . For , 
quite apart from the time all this takes , what is involved is 
neither just another ready- to- ha.nd goal of action , nor the trans-
fer of a new set of techniques , but the necessarily slow growth 
of new a;Jtitudes , and of new ways of doing, living, and thinking . l8 
'VJhereas the rate at which chance can take place should be l crgely 
determined by the pace t he community will set for itself in terms of 
its own ability to take the necessary steps , >-le assume that if there 
is no dynamic leadership present to help, advise , en guide and teach 
w·ith discrete s ill, there 1-1ill be discouragement and disruption that 
may cause greater apathy. The early efforts to introduce cooperative 
credit and trading societies by everend Bernard Huss among the Bantu 
of Natal and the Transkei in the Union of South Africa started off ~dth 
great enthusiasm and wide pe.rtici ation by the peoJle , but the move-
rnent was very seriously crip led by numerous instances of misa propriation 
of funds an mal-administration . 9 The reason was obvious. No proper 
revision could be made for adequate guidance and central, or for ade-
quate training of sufFiciently que;_ 5 fied persons to run these under-
t8l<ings in a busines::rlike manner. The Registrar of Coo erRtives in 
18. S • Herbert Frc>.nkel ) The '"::conomic Ir:rpact on Under-Develoued 
Societ~~s, • 96 . 
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the Union of South Africa recognized the need for su;;; t 8inecl nurturing 
of movements of coopel'2,tive functioning v.;hen he informed the writer in 
1953 that consistent fc..ilure of .,...,antu coo eratives might have bE:en 
prevented if he had the trained steff to give tl:e nece s sary hcl and 
guidcmce to the registered coo:r-.;;rati ve societies . Tocie.y there is 
often great reluctance on the part of Bantu >eople in less developed 
areas to entrust others , and even institutions , with funds . 
There are rrtany illustrations in the literature on co:tmnunity ivork 
of specific innova.tions which 'vere introduced and seemed to be success-
fu1J.y accepted in t .. e beginning but not in t:be long run . 2° This con-
stitutes movement in the f'irst imension of solving one specific problem. 
But the conl!Tlunity does not grow under such circmr.st<:mces . In order 
to grmif and develop capacity to deal Nith its o;..m r roblems there has 
to be continued guidance and nurturing of the 1-vill and desire to 
progress to .J<'rds its full •. ;otentic-1. TLe rocess t.rhereby a ne1..r manner 
of democratic cooper ative functionine; is initiated and new innov2.tions 
are introduced with its far-reaching ramii'ications in the various 
• 
aspects of the tot2.l life and culture of the under- developed community , 
calls for the never-ending effort of guidance and discretion on the 
part of the community worker to promote this ongoing process of growth . 
It may be maint2ined by some that it is unrealistic to assume 
that external l eader ship should for ever be m2de available to under-
developed comrrrunities. If this be so , it still does not reduce the need 
20. See case descriptions in Spicer; Allen; United Nations 
Documents . 
)) 
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for prolonced tra~ned le2dership in these coru~unities. But we assume , 
theoreticaDy at least , th.?t 11bac}:wa.r. d" cornmun:1 ties may be developed 
to a stc:>ge >vhere self -sufficiency wi 1 evolve not only in the for111 of 
local voluntary leadership but also in the form of local resources to 
support trained leadership . The question of developing local lea.der-
ship will be discussed in the next chapter . 
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CHAPTER V 
Ob j ectives of \•Jork in Coml'liunities 
The concern for providing the means whereby eople in less-developed 
areas can be helped to progress toward a more satisfying way of life 
presupposes some more "advanced" state o existence . Such an advanced 
II state of existence can not be conceived of in terms of a "utopia" . 
'I 
Neither are there in existence any universal norms whereby an ideal 
state of achievement in community li e can be measured. :Jhen we speak 
of "obj ectives" of work in under- developed communiti8s these are not 
conceived of as ultimate static ideals but rather as dynamic states 
of grm-rth . The Afrikaans saying: "Jy bereik jou ideaal in die strewe 
daarna 11 (you reach your ideal in strjving to attain it) expresses the 
spirit of this concept . By this is not meant that there are no spe-
cific obj ectives to be reached and that the means of obtaining welfc-1re 
objectives should therefore become the ends , but rather that ends and 
means are inextricably intervmven. Although we have in the previous 
chapters focussed on the nature of the enabling process and intend now 
to discuss some of the objectives in introduc;_ng this new manner of 
function:_ng , the obj ectives are also dyn8!lic in nature and are closely 
related to the rocess of attaining them. 
Identifyinp; and }~eting Community Needs 
Just as it would be of no permcment help to people to tell them 
how to work together to solve their problems and then expect them to 
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I do it successfully , so it is of no avail to tell people vrhat their 
needs are and where they can be met , expecting that they will know 
how to reach thesc9 ends . The first objective of community develop-
ment is often exp~essed in programs designed to achieve a wide v&riety 
of specific improvements in local conditions of living . \Je ha.ve in-
dicated the necessity for community involvement in identifying these 
and in working tov;ards bringing about these improvements. 
There 2re rem8rkable slinilarities between the needs expressed by 
comnrunities in different parts of the world . As community development 
rejects have m2.inly been operative in "backward" rural comnrunities where 
people make their living on the land , needs are primarily related to 
better water supplies for domestic use 8nd irrigation , more land for 
cultivation , better roads and marketing , improved homes , medical care , 
employment , schools for their children and often literacy classes for 
adults . Some of the simpler or more pressing problems can often be 
tackled as a beginning point where quick results will provide the im-
petus for further action , but in many em munities t>asic needs are often 
of such a nB.ture that they can not be defined by the eople because 
they do not understand them. For exa..''~lple , the causes of endemic diseases 
.I are often not kno>vn and people are unaw~re of effective measures of 
treatment . John Cassel describes the manner in which South African 
Zulus believe that sickness is caused by the spirits of one ' s ancestors .1 
l. Paul , Health , Culture. and Communit:y, p . 18. 
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This is common belief in .ll_fric.sm B&.ntu tr.sdition . 
There have often been expressions o doubt whether people in "back-
ward' communities are able to j udge whdt is best or them. In a United 
Nat ions document R. Bou is quoted as folJ.mvs: 
People who have lived within an area of social , economic, and po-
litical deficiency have had very little opportunity to develop a 
variety of interests , and they are oorly equip ed to wake sound 
j udgments on what is convenient and useful or themselves. They 
may have very strong preferences f or things that are not good for 
them, for things they do not need at al l , and what is worse , for 
things that are actually detrimental to theru. 2 
Ynere can be no doubt that education and enlightenment enhance 
practical intelligence and that eople can be enabled to improve their 
judgment on useful action if they have more knovTledge about their own 
conditions and how to improve them. The educational function of com-
rrru.nity development is be.sic to the process of enabling the co!'linunity 
to idertify its needs and consider the alternatives which ace it . 
I n t he pr evious chapter we mentioned some of the most comr1on educational 
methods used in many parts of the ><Torld to facilj ta.te change . But in 
order to attain a cle~rer understanding and soMe real interest and 
emotional involvement on the art of the eo le , it seems necessary 
to help eople make some kitd of systematic self- assessment . Community 
self-[;urveys have o l.en een carried out in conununities in the United 
States , Europe and other countries where there exists a reasonably high 
de ree of literecy. These surveys are o ten undertaken with the assistance 
of educational institutions . But it seemn ossible that con~unity self-
2 . U.N. Document E/CN . 5/303/ Rev . 1 , Social P ogress Through 
Comn:uni ty Development , • 77 . 
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surveys of a sin1pler nature could be carried out in any community with 
the hel of a trained community '1-Torker; the active participation of the 
people can create valuable insight and interest. The Ncoha Community 
vJeli'are Centre in South Africa in 19.53 organiz.ed a simple survey of 
in.fant deaths in nearby .families by encouraging the mother of each 
household to visit the centre and bring this information. The result 
was an astounding grov-Tth in membershi of the NokuphiJ a Bantu Health 
Association) General information can often be obtained .from available 
records but participation of the people in a local survey will not 
only provide people with the necessar information on their community 
or the extent and nature of a s ecific problem but can also reveal 
some of the ways of meeting needs . This brings more systematic under-
standing and emotional involvement , .for the eople ' s own attitudes 
of resistance can be ,..reighed by themselves against rational self-
enlightenment . Sim le self-surveys have been successfully used by 
village workers in Indi8. A t~d Nations Document states: 
Experts active in the community development emplo;yment projects 
have reported that they were able to make brief and simple sur-
veys in a .few hours in collaboration ~~th the villagers. The 
villagers , guided and questioned by an expert, listed and arranged 
in order of priority the most im. ortant improvements they v.rould 
like to make in their village , calculated the number of idle days 
available in the community in certain seasons and estimated the 
number of work days needed to carry out the se ected project , 
such as building a road, digging an irrigation ditch , etc. In 
cases where this was done , vi1Jagers were both surprised and elated 
by the ftcts they themselves discovered an by the conclusion they 
reached . 
3. L. S. Zici , Eeport on Ncoha Centre , 19.53 , (mimeographed) ,p.J. 
4 . U. N. Document No. E/CN .5/303/Rev. 1., ~· cit., p. 83 . 
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The organization and operc;tion of a community self-survey provides 
many op 'Ortunities for the introduction of nevJ methods of understanding 
in the form of recording , graphic presentation , analytic thinking and 
other r ational ways of viewing and treating their affe>irs. This further 
presents material for intelligent discussion of a problem in study and 
1 discussion groups. Hanuals for village-level workers frequently in-
1 elude suggestions for organizing and conducting discussion groups • .S 
Experts can be brought in at the lanning stage to help indicate the 
implica.tions of different courses of action . Experts are often ava.il-
able from government departments and are frequently useful in terms 
of authoritative support for requests for financial aid from external 
sources . 
·rhe matter of external aid in the financing of community improve-
ments may present various difficulties . There h<:<s been experience 
through foreign aid programs in several countries of the "dead- end 11 re-
II sul ts obtained when large capital investments are made which are out of 
proportion with the ability of the community to maintain economicalJy 
the capital undertaking . 6 This seems true for the small local vilJage 
which may be presented with a tractor for which they need a driver , 
a mechanic , gasoline, expensive parts , etc . as well as for a l arge 
area where an expensive irrigation or hydro-electric scheme is developed 
lfhich ce:.n not be maintained by the country ' s economy • 
.5 . E. R. Chadwick , Corrmmnity Development , p. 1.5. 
6. See reference to the Karadj Project in Iran . Ch. II. 
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Regarding the availability of capita.l, it is well for community 
devel opment workers to remember that government sources should be 
regarded as the agent primarily rP.sponsible for promoting growth. ? 
Sometj_mes aid can be obtained on a sm:Uler scale in the form of 
gifts from foundations or individuals . But the risks involved in 
new kinds of economic activity makes it hard to arrange for econorr~c 
capital investment and should not be sought before there is absolute 
certainty about such matters as the very speci~lized type of l ::>bor 
regarding skill, reli;--bility, &conomic ad.?.ptabiHty, acquaintance with 
the machine and the avail1bility of raw materials , markets , trc,ns ort, 
etc . Frankel criticized some of the measures suggested in a United 
Nations publication or the economic development of under-developed 
countries as being unr::;alistlc , because of the assum tion that there 
can be raJ;i industrialization in any corr-~t.n.:.ty if C'lpital funds \-Tere 
available e 
Mere ' train;_ng ' is quite unable to create the htJT'l'ln ' external 
econolnies ' of an industrial s-)ciety, nor is it r--ossi le to 1 t-rait 1 
for train'~.ng to remould societ • Societ:y in the J ast resort re-
moulds j tself by the process of <:Jctlon ••••• ,.rhat is really in-
volved is the evolution of a dif erant ~.rt of living and l-Torking . 
In all the multitu .inous aspects of their d':lily life the peoples 
o the under-developed iVOrld require to perfect ne1·r att.ltudes and 
d.ptitudes: be they maintA.ining the hygiene , nutrition and general 
habits of consumption and production ••• All such changes are 
necessarily slow and cannot be great y influenced by the rapid 
injection of capital froP'l abroad. In f' "lct , of course , the Plief 
in the miracles Hrought by capital invrstment per ~ is an illusion. 
7. Felicia J. Deyrup , ''Contract Production in Underdeveloped 
Countries'! SociCll Resec1.rch , Vol. "J, No. 2 , "ummer , 1956, p . 16; H. 
'i19lshe.1..- , Economic Develocment as <=n Oper;,<tional Problem, p . 9. 
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In articular it overlooks the fact Ghat the essence of capital 
itself is that it Hears out rar-idly , unless continually renewed , 
replaced, or maintc.ined. The ' f.oO er ' a country in s illed labor 
and in natural resources , the less cqpital it is likely to have , 
and the less it can afford to h;v~ . until the whole social and 
economic com lex of its act.ivities as g1:'2.dually evolved patterns 
o economic b~h<=tvior suited to its use , re reduction, and further 
accumulqtion . 
E_forts at meeting coi!ll'lunity needs which are too ambitious in terms 
of capital costs \vould only result in disappo.:..ntment and discouragement. 
'I'he costs of undertak~ .. !lgs should be closely related to local resource$ , 
and ca.reful considerat:i.on of the monetary V:->.lue of the contributions 
in the form of labor , equipment and material by the people themselves 
will help not only to make them aware of the realistic investment on 
their own part but also to establish the actual gross cost of the 
undertaking . Available in many countries are government subsidies and 
grants-in- aid such as the Community Development Em loytnent scheme in 
Greece9 and the Area Betterment Schemes of: the Native Affairs Dep·=trt-
ment in the Union of South Africa t-rhere voluntary labor is required ·"'S 
10 
the contribution from the people for certain community improvement:.s . 
The basic community development obJective of identifying and meeting 
coLnmunity needs is therefore closely related to needs initially felt 
by the community and will increase at the rate of gr01-1th in ability of 
the community to perceive and accept res onsi bility for articipating 
8 . s . Herbert Frankel , The Economic Impact on Under-Developed 
Societies , pp. 99 . 100. 
9. Glen Leet , They Did Not TTait for a Tractor , reprint from 
~hP ~urvey , 1arch,1951 , passim. 
---
10. Of.ici<=tl Yearbook of the Union of South A ricr~ , No . 27 of 
1952- 19...2.4 pp . 472 , 473. 
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actively in utilizing local and external resources to improve their 
conditions . 
ColTli'lU.ni t'r Integration 
II While it is important for the success of community work that practi-
cal results be achieved when ac·liion is taken , s ecific goals may be 
reached by means which will leave the community in no better position 
to 1-10rk together on corrJnon roblems . Ye have indicated in the revious 
chapter that there should be grO\..th to;.;ard an ever- increasing capacity 
to function collectively. This does not mean that differences of 
opi~ion and conflict should be eliminated, for the suppression of 
overt conflict leads to increased tension and an;dety. It is indeed a 
"utopian" idea that a community can exist without differences and clashes 
of interests . On the other hand o en conflict can also be a destructive 
force unless it is guided into channels of constructive action. Ross 
points out that conflict and tension !:Ire o:rces which give vitality to 
a movement . ll The free competitive spirit of ~'Jestern life is often 
cited as one o the essential requirements of progress . The initation 
of the hel ing rocess in a community can provide a means whereby con-
licting interests c2n be brought together in cooperative and collabo~ 
rative functioning. The objective involved here is based on the idea 
that there is a rightful place for every member in his comrnunity. 
Com etition resupposes that there be S,')mething to compete with and the 
11 . Ross , ~· cit., p . 49 . 
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concept of interdependence is therefore part of it . The object is 
to create the climate and means whereby increased understanding and 
tolerance will develop within the totality of diverse interacting 
interests . 
It is important for the people to conceive of increased welfare 
in terms of the practical results achieved since it is more difficult 
to understand the less tangible goals of integration and adjustment, 
and it may take a much lonfer time for those who participate to de-
velop conscions aWareness of.~ what -' is happening in their midst . But 
the worker needs to have a clear understanding of the long term ob-
jectives to be attained . Community integration as an objective in 
community work can be conceived of as a state of dynamic interaction 
in the totality of community life with due regard to socio-cultural 
patterns of behaviour and local and national social structure . 
Comprehensive Program: A more realistic insight into the compli-
cated network of causal factors in community problems has led to the 
notion that community development programs should make provision for 
helping people in all aspects of community life . Projects in various 
countries in the world indicate the need for "multi-purpose villa~?"e 
level workers", who will be able to guide people in simple projects 
in the various fields of education, health, agriculture, coopera-
tive trade, village construction, communications, social 
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welf2re , recreation , etc . l2 
A trend toward comprehensiveness or multi licit of function in 
programs that originated for a single purrose in a s ecialized 
field characterj~es recent rograms of rural improvement in eco-
nomically underdeveloped areas . A single purpose project may in 
m<tny cases tM.ke root most quickly and easily, and can, t'bPrefore , 
serve as a spearhead of wider community develo ment . However , 
the relationship of the various aspects of life especially in the 
rural community require th<tt the concept of multi-pur ose develop-
ment be introduced as soon as possible in the rograms.l3 
~{ith the avvareness that a change in one as ect of life will have 
repercussions on other aspects , rograms are o ten carried out with a 
team of ex~erts working together in an ef ort to supply a variety of 
services in order that imrrovement plans in many aspects of community 
life can be carried out at the same time or that problems can be dealt 
with as they emerge. This method , however , is expensive an ·is practical 
only in individual experimental projects . The services of experts can 
be srread over a larger area to include m<tny small co1nmunities , or the 
services of government and other e~;erts can often be made use of on a 
art-time or consultative basis . 
Ross points towards a danger im licit in the "multiple c:.pproach" 
method of work; that of dealing with the whole community life as if 
it consists of the sum of several distinctive arts.l4 
12. Albert 1-iayer , A Progress Report on :::'ilot Develooment Pro-
jects at Etawah and Gorakhpur ; c. R. Chadwick , Community Development. ; 
U. N. Document No . ST/ SOA/10 Sample Lic:;t of CoiTi..IT!Unitv T.-Jelfare Centres 
and Co:mmunity Development Proiects , June, 1952; John and Mary Collier , 
An Experiment in Anthropology. 
13. U. N. Document No . "S/CN . 5/303/Rev. 1, Ql2.• cit . PP • 8 , 9 . 
14. Ross , Ql2.• cit., pp . 11, 12. 
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Approaches of the "master plan 11 nature have often proved ineffective 
even when they are upplied only after the full agreement of the 
community has been obtained. The Native Affairs Department of the 
Union of South Africa has since 1935 provided such a comprehensive plan 
of rehabilitation of a community making provision for reclassification 
of land on the basis of the suitability of the soil, controlling of 
grazing by the erecting o fences, developing water supplies , provision 
of fuel and timber , making available aid to improve stock , and many other 
specific provisions in the form of grants-in-aid , subsidies and loans.l5 
The experience has been , hm..rever, that various specific provisions of 
this plan were not acceptable to the people , and the degree of acceptance 
has varied from community to community. A commission of inquiry states: 
Especially in Natal many Bantu refused to have their stock reduced, 
after having agreed to the proclamation of their reserves as better-
ment areas , and after the necessary stabilization works ha.d been 
almost completed . • • 
The distressingly low percentage of land in the scheduled areas , 
which has so far been stabilized by means of betterment areas , is 
not the result onJy of lack of technical and financial resources. 
The primP.rl6cause has been the lack of cooperation on the p3.rt of the Bantu. 
The department has begun in the last few years to make available 
some of the specific provisions of the Betterment Area Scheme as se-
parate parts in order to help communities who need assist3nce with 
a.rticul ar roblems. The provision of a program to facilitate application 
15. OfficiBl Year Book of the Union of South Africa . No. 27, 
1952-1953, pp. 471-474. 
16. Union of ,"'outh Africa docLunent No. U .G. 61/1955 , Summary 
o.f the Report of the Commission for th~ '"' cio-"Sconomic Development of 
the Bantu Areas within the Union of Soutr '>-frica , P• 76. 
is obviously neceasary if measures of improvement are atten1pted in under-
evc:lo ed cornxnuni ties. 
A comprehensive 1~rograrn should enta-i :'ull accept;:mce on t1:1e pert 
of the innovator t12.t the life of the co~·illlunity is 2.n integr8ted 
whole and t!nt one chc:mge may have rrnny side-""·ffe:cts; it should y,rovide 
for aid ::l.n the form of advice and m0ney on a wide variety of needs; 
!tid slwu d be av"-5.12ble to meet needs as they emerge out nf combine 
efforts to ide11tify and soJ ve pro'bh~T'ls . .'.ttem1 ts to apply ;- corr ·rehen-
sive master r-lan all at once have often f8ilA b8c::.tuse conditions and 
needs in one community may vary from t~me to time. There are decided 
differences in the degree of chan£e i..n various as.ects of culture.l6(a) 
The com rehens::.veness of develo mPrt .r·lans should furtherr1ore be 
comblned \oJitb elRsticity and ada tivenes.s ln order that its provisions 
could be applied to a Vc riety of ;:;:tu~~tions as they d.lffer frorn com-
n:unit r to comnunity, 
Loc<J.l ~nd Nation8l Socic,l .Structure ; One of the main aims of carr.-
mun:.. ty develo ment is to incre::-,se ;:-,nd ~ Mr.·rcve p8rticip<.:ttion of the r--·~ople 
in corr.rnunity c-.ffairs. It l'.=·s been acL .. :nle 5ed that the soci8l str'l1cture 
of 8 communi tJr is closely related to tl.e degree of co esion and inte-
grat-lon of community lif'e ~nd <mtl rorology has o:f l8.te given increased 
attention to f'unction&.l studies o: culture 1 hich are more interested 
in atterns and general configurations than in specific traits.17 
16 (;_-)- :; . R. SchW<olb , Kinshi_.. Line2g:e ArrJ.ong the YO.ruba , Pl-<358; 
T: . B. Pascom , Uru<lnization ~mont. lLe YD11ll"~ , . • 41+6; 1~onice> Bunter , 
:8c'-1Ction to Co. aU•""st , p . 549; J .Cornhaire, Sor'le Aspects of Urb< n~ zation ln 
the ?elbidl Congo , p. 12 . 
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l'Z . Luth ·~nedict , . 41-51; Faul (:;:,: ,) QL· cit. ~·471 __ ·~--- --===~~ 
Hm·mver , beC<:)USe of the difficulty of drawing a clee<r distinction between 
the concepts of sodc.l structure and socio- cul tur~·.l _att.erns of b~h2.v ior , 
the struc t.ure of a comrJUni ty is he:r-e mainly c0nE:'id.ered from the point 
of view of ormal or5anization . l8 
Isoloted rural cunul!unities ofte•l need help in re- vitali:zLg existing 
forms of local government and the bringing c, ·out o more e~fective ad-
ministration of community affairs . Participation in local and nc..tional 
governmental e~ffcdrs is generally acce ·ted as the basis of effective 
11 citizenship in a democratic society. In some ce<ses existing or traditional 
forms of loc-sl government may be 1el1 suited to the rocess of plE.nning 
and carrying out loc2l collective irnproven1ents . Other communities may 
have forms of government which are unsuitabl e for the functioning of 
v.rider participati on by the whole corr.rr"uni ty . The inkundla (village 
council ) of the Xhosa- speaking peo:rle in South Africa which C::Jnsists 
of the official headman and the initiated male members of the vill age 
will not hc.ve a woman present unl e s s she is personally concerned in t!-,e 
matter under discussi on . The inkundJa has large y become a bod through 
t...rhich administrative instructions have to be made known , and also serves 
as a body where disputes are settl ed . l9 Very f ew of these councils are 
actively concer ned with the general 1...relf~·re of the community and it 
18 . Paul (Ed .), ~· cit ., pp . 46), 464 ; Ross , ~· cit ., pp. 103-
1 0_5 . 
1 9 . D. Hobart Houghton , Life in the Transkei : A Summary of the 
Findi ngs of t he Keiskanl!11ahoek Rur c.l Survey , 1947-19.51 , pp . 12 , 13. 
•~as necessary in the c;: se of the Ncoha 'JIJelfare project to establish 
other organizations through which improven:ents could be undertaken. 
A United Nations publication of 1955 oir.ts out: 
• • • (in some areas) local self-government does not exist , or is 
ineffective , or is domin;;;ted by sr,:.ecial interests and unconcerned 
with the general welfare. One of the important functions of 
community development may be to promote through ~d hoc cormnuni ty 
organizations a transition toward effective representative local 
administration. In such cases , the locc;l instrument of comr·unity 
development may be a rural development society, a coJTIIl'!Unity school , 
a community centre , a woman ' s institute , a youth club , or a com-
bination of such voluntary bodi .s in tl f' form of a comirunity council 
or a village cow~ittee .20 
The report further refers to the variety of voluntary org<miz"'tions 
which have undertaken comwunity development projects in under-developed 
er eas "ind these voluntary bodies as ist.i.nct from official government 
administration wiD continue in !11&.ny countries to fulfill useful functions 
side by side with strong local government . The relationship between 
such volunt&ry undertc:kings and statutory bodies of loce:l and national 
government is obviously a matter of local arrangement. It has been 
very clearly demonstrated , however , that single isolqted local projects 
can not function economically and successfully in the long run except 
for purroses of experimentation. Close cooper~tion and utilization of 
broader services in agriculture , h~qlth , education and training , social 
welfare and other provisions of n.'ltional organizations and government 
are necessary. 
20. u. N. Document No. EjC1' . 5/303/Rev. 1 , .QI2.• cit., • 9. 
--------:::-======--=--:--:- - -- -
The secretariat of the United Nations has pointed ou L thc-.t in 
order to "serve the ultimate obj r.ctive of ~ ~uller and better life 
for individuc.. s within the f:unily and the community, th6 technical 
services must be conceived in a manner which recognizes the indivisibi-
lity of the '•Ielfare of the indivic1ual."21 The objective of cornmunity 
development should be here to ronJote the 1 ce and role of the corn-
munity as a com .onent of the wider soc~al [nd economic structure of 
the country . Local communities are dependent in various ways on neigh-
boring communities , the district , and the state , and the recess of 
develo ment imJ.·lies th2t these relationshi s become increasingly im-
portant. The measures needed in developing the total economy and 
1velf re o:f a country m;.>y often not even re<,uire the direct involvement 
of the feople such as in establishing national employrr~nt policies , 
labor and insurc-·nce legisl8tion , systems of transportation and communi-
cation or constructing a m~jor irrigation proj<=>ct. Through promoting 
cooperative functioning com.munity development however has an import;:;nt 
role to play in increasing local production an in educating tre people 
as consurners of both goods and services . 
Integration should there ore be ron•oted not only in local com-
munity life but also in the form of clo:e ccordination of the local 
community with the nation and district , and •.vith nationa.l progrbJI1s 
of welfare development. 
21. U. • Document No. E/2931, Twer>tL th et)ort of the Ad-
ministrative Committee on Coordin<'ltion to the Economic "lnd Soci2l 
CounciL Annex Ill , p . 6 , (mimeogrc.phed) . 
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Socio-cultural Patterns of Behavior : I n every community there are 
certain ways of living and behaving vlhich are accepted as 11normal 11 and 
considered as the correct and proper woy to act . Individuals may differ 
the one from the other , but there are regularities in every cultural 
group embodied in beljefs and values , and these "cultural regularities 
recur in the various acts of perceiving , thinking , evaluating and 
doing . 1'22 Spencer speaks of culture as a "design for living 11 >vhich is 
a man- m&de means of solving his problems of existence , and "may be thought 
of as the traditional or l8c>rned ways o behaving that become estc.blished 
in an ongoing social group" •23 These tr"'ditional ways of beh<:wing will 
largely determine the m;mner in 1vhich the pea Jle will particip&.te in 
a community development program; whether they will cooperate or resist . 
Essential for the innovator of change is understanding of the community 
and its social institutions such as fami]y life , maintenance institutions , 
government , system of education , religion , leadership and status systems , 
and personal and gro·up rel~ .. t.ionships . Programs designed so as to take 
these patterns of behavior into account will · hav~ the greatest chance 
of success . 'l'he appeal is not to people as separate individuals , but 
o;_s members of a goine; concern -vrith a set of social relationship which 
form the Cl.miliar and accepted source of feelings of' security. 24 
22 . Paul (Ed.), QQ• cit ., p . 471 . 
23 . Netv York Cu] tural Pro j ect , Socio- Cultur.sl Elewents in Case 
Tiork , Counci] on Social T.Jork Education , (mimeographed) , P • 5. 
24. u.s . Department of ~griculture , The Soci<Jl Sciences in Re-
lPtion to Extension \Jork : Extracts from 2, confPrence report on R:(>tensioo 
Experiences around the \•Jorld~ Passim; Spicer , .Qil• cit ., P• 290 . 
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The obj ect of co:mrnunity develo ment to attain better community in-
tegration implies that these patterns of behavior should be acce ted as 
the broad basjs of organization and communication through which the 
rogress c2n be brought to the "bacY.ward" community . This does not 
mean that new innovations and changes should not take plHce , but if 
I~ 
I changes are forced u on people and their fundamental beliefs directly 
att acked , experience has sho-;m th~t there will be resist::mce and often 
disorganization. Religious missiono.ries have often been criticized for 
breaking dovm old tribal customs an controls and not providing ade uate 
,, nevl systems . 25 This accusation is not g_l-Tays valid , and where this is 
true , there are obviously other causAl actors involved in the break-
dmm of traditional controls . However , there is ample evidence from 
many countries that certain beliefs and customs are extremely resistant 
to modification. Honica Hunter writes about the Xhosa people in Sout 
Africa: "Religious beliefs are slovr to alter even in town and belief 
in witchcraft and magic is even more tenacious than belj e in the ovJer 
?6 
of the ancestors."- There is a gene~cl tendency among Bantu eople in 
South A rica to cling to the practise of l obola or brideprice in 
marriage even though the union is legal ized by statute , whiJe , on the 
other hand , the practise of polygamy has al.JrJost completeJy disa peared . 
Christian missions hav"' showed an equal amount of disapprov<:tl of these 
25 . Nida , ru2.• cit . , pp. 258 , 259; Cyril Belsbe1w, '·agawaga : An 
E:x:p€riment in Oceanic Develo ment" , Corona , Vol. III , No. 2, February, 
1951 , • 64; Vera Micheles Dean, The Nature of the Non-'i.'estern :,;rorld , 
pp. 164 , 208 . 
~ 26 . Monica Hunter , ru2.• cit . , p . 549 . 
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two practises , but certainly have not hAd a similB.r effect on them. 
In religious missions there is , of course , usually a. more strict 
conmnttal to absolutes in values , beliefs , and pr~ctises especially 
where corr®unity-~~de symbols , institutions , rituals and celebrBtions 
! are concerned , which may be regarded as so c~~led pagan . However, re- i' 
ligious workers have in the p .sst been over-zealous in disregarding 
to adjust the program of im rovement to the cultural p !'1 -'-.terns which 
provide the basis for security and organized collectiye living . It 
he>.s been pointed out tha.t disadvantaged people often cling strongly 
I 
to attitudes and beliefs , especially when they are under stress and feel 
j threatened by efforts to change them. A U. s . Department o Agriculture 
publication states: 
If erroneous and incompatible with reality , the fund&mental beliefs 
will themselves dissolve in the course of time, but nothing gives 
them life like a. direct attack on them. Their untruth has to be 
discovered slowly by the people , and at the sa~e rate at which the 
people are finding new sources of security. A belief upon which a 
person 1 s security depend.s cannot simply he w:iped out. D::..si1l usion 
from the belief has to be accompanied by a shift of dependence upon 
a nev-r kind of support. This means that remedial changes such as 
those call ed for in extension work should be planned in successive 
stages stretched over a period of tirne.27 
27 . U. s . Department of Agriculture , 22• cit ., p. 184. 
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Better integration of community life can e att.:.J.ined only if proper 
cognizance is taken of the institutionnl systems through 1<1hich the 
members of the group , and sub-groups in the community feel co orta.ble 
and secure to function by. To the loc~l org ·j~ational framework can 
be added ne1<1 methods of' collActive funct.ion:ng with a ViPW to extending 
the opportunities for fuller lndiv'rlual ::trtici- ation :md bett.er inter-
action of individuals and sub- groups . The soci2l pov-rer structure e.nd 
organhation in corrJnuniti'3s equall:;~ in prim:tive and >,.;ell-developt:~d 
comrn..uniti,'"s , are o"ten of such a nature thd.t there is less opportunity 
for individuals to make a full contribution to conmunity life. Betcer 
integration will provide improved opportuniti~s for the fuller develop-
ment of individual potenti!:l.l lee>dership. 
Develo£ing Loc~l Leadership 
The development of loc~l leadership is a major objective in community 
development . The initiation of the self- help process can succeed best 
Hhen the person being helped knoHs th:o,t he will be given full recognition 
for any progress he makes and this is possible only when as wide as 
ossible an involvement is achieved so th;t ir..creased resronsibility 
for local action can naturally move tov-rard the vill"lgers themselves 
and local potential lea.ders cgn evolve in the process. There is an 
early ~rarning from the report on the Etawah and Gorakhpur rejects in 
India that professional workers can e overanxious about handing over 
heavy responsibilities. prematurely to local and vol<lntary leaders before 
they are ready ror it . 28 
Local initiative for action is operative only through the mediutn 
!I 
of leadership , and collective functioning can be sustained in the 
community only through some form of leadership . No country can afford I• 
,, 
i 
I~ 
I 
I 
to finance the administration of community development through pro-
fessional and paid workers alone. If all the initiativ<; comes from 
paid officials only, the very purpose of introducing the self- help pro-
cess is defeated. Mayer states : 
' Village Participation ' activities are essential , both from the 
viewpoint of i..Tll11lediate progress and from the viewpoint of per-
manent incorporation into the village , of initiative , self-reliance , 
broadening of interest , in a permanent way. This may also be called 
' ~Jidening Villagers ' Horizons '. This includes such activities as 
group discussions , sight-seeing by villagers of better practices and 
ways of living , adult literacy and social education , films , dramas 
by the people , meetings with them , their Panchayats a.nd Cooperatives . 
This must ultimately lead to village leadership.29 
In identi.f'ying and developing local leadership in "backward rt communi-
ties the worker inevitably faces the fact of traditional leadership 
I· which often is vested in a headman through fa..>n:i..ly inheritance , and in 
the older men of the village or tribe. vlliile it is essential that the 
IJ worker will approach the community throu6h existing leadership , there 
is ah<ays a need in communities to facilitate in various ways the con-
tributions which can be made by individu:;ls , other than traditionally 
accepted leaders , with the ability and potential to participate fully 
28 . Albert Mayer , QQ• cit. , p . 3. 
29. Ibid. , P • 1. 
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and show initiAtive . N'3w organizations b. sel on democrc;tic principles 
which f!ay be fonll,~- in a community to add to traditional ones , will 
provide the opportunity for potentiP1 leadet·s to evolve Pnd take the 
lead in various discussions and acti ons through meetint;s , comr'litt.ees 
and work- groups . 
Proper representation of sub- gl'oups , be t_ ey ra_ciR.l , kinship or 
vocational , or perhaps based on cl ss or caste , is a further impor-tR.nt 
r consideration in getting the Hidest ossi le involvement . Proper identi-
fication of the sub- groups in thP soci.R.l org;=mization of the comrnun." ... ty 
is essential , and so is the ide~tificatlon of leaders whose part1cip~tion 
ln cornnunity activities will encou.·age the participation of the other 
members of the group tbey represent. Formel leaders in a community, 
who hol d their osition by virtue of some office such as trader or teacher 
or officiR.l , as well as informal lt:aders who hold their position b•2cause 
they are ersonally respected and looked up to by their fello~•s are 
both ~)ortant in getting sub-grou~~ in cl oser contact within the larger 
COinlllUni ty . 30 
The training of local leaders h::>s been found very fruitful especially 
in I ndia where the community deve o _ ment program 8 s been developPd on 
a n::l.tional scale . In reporting on a visit to I ndia , ",.Jitte states !:.hat 
"the team conclurled that the countries whi ch neglPct the effective use 
of volunteers in t eir communit y development pror;rams delPy unnecess'lrily 
30 . Ross , ~· cit., pp . 121 , 1?~. 
82 
the spread of the program and increase its cost ."31 There has also been 
solhe considerable success in the training and use of volunteer and 
locel l8aders in the Gold Co ost and other African colonial territories. 
~ore will be said about the training o workers in the next chapter. 
The main objectives in cmmnunity develo ment discus sed here are 
pragmatically conceived and are intenvoven in the whole process of 
helping under-developed communities tm.;ard a more satisfying v;ay of 
I life . As was said in the beginning of this cha t er , these objectives 
1 can not be regarded as specific goals to be reached and then withdrawn 
I from , but are inherent in the dynamic process of democratic collective 
I functioning which can be initiated in cormnunity life . 
31. T::rnest Uitte , QQ• cit. , • 11. 
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The Role of the Practioner 
The role of the worker has been regularly referred to in the descrip-
tion of process and method in the previous chapters , but as the practi-
tioner pl;tys such an important part in the rocess of initiating and 
nurturing the manner and means whereby unuer-developed communities can 
I attain a "new lease on life 11 • it will be useful to take a look at the I 
I personal qualities and the qualifications which will enable him best to 
I meet the demands of this professional leadership role. The village 
worker is often required to fill the multi-dimensional role of guide , 
counselor and expert consultant with consistent impartiality and patience . 
In his personal life , because he lives and works so closely with the 
people in a small community , he has to be the example of friendliness 
I 
1 and untiring interest and a model of acceptable behavior in terms of 
il 
I 
II 
I 
the expectations of the community, his oNU values , and the requiremenGs 
of those in authority over him. 
It has often been said that leaders are born and not made . ~·Je 
would interpret this to mean that there are some characteristics which 
can be considered innate , and others which can be modified by experience 
and training . These qualifications may be as much related to biological 
heredity as they are to cultural inheritance ,1 but accumulated social 
scientific knowledge and experience in com .. munity 1-J"ork in many parts of 
1 . (See footnote No . l on next page) 
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the world has enabled us to make a descriptive selection of inclinations 
and characteristic human behavior w ich can be used as criteria to select 
persons best suited for corrnnunity work , and of methods of training persons 
to improve their ability to deal with peopl e . ~·Je may well look at some 
of the .. ersonal attitudes and aptitudes , as well as the sharpening and 
development of these through training , which ~~11 assist the worker to 
better help "backward 11 communities to hel p themselves . 
Attitudes to·Hards the People 
The worker is required to identify closely with the people he is 
trying to assist . It has been found necessary for the worker on the 
village level to show the willingness and inclination , if not a definite 
preference to live among the peopl e , mix 1~th them in their daily lives , 
and associate closely with their activities , hopes and asr..,irations . 
There are a variety of l ocal condit ions which may affect this . The 
worker may be of the same trib2~ gr oup i f not of the same community , or 
he may be of a different racial or cul tural background with a thorough 
knm.;ledge of the people and t heir language . I n many of these cases it 
may be very demanding of a worker if the manner of daily livi ng is 
very different from t hat which he has grown up with . On the other 
hand , if he is drawn from the same corr~unity where he is going to work 
there may be difficulties of personal 2.ssociations and local status to 
hamper him in his new leadership role . 
1 . L. C. Dunn and Th . Dobzansky, Heredity. Race and Society , 
PP • 33-38. 
8.5 
In Puerto Rico the policy has been to select workers frow their own 
communi ties in consideration of their intimate knm,rledge of loc2.l con-
ditions , familiR.rity with rural background to prevent "uprooting " a 
person and his family , and with the premise that "if for some reason a 
worker possesses qualities which make it difficult for him to relate 
himself to his mm neighborhood , they would undoubtedly be the same 
ones which would make it hard for him to work esletvhere . n2 In other 
situations it has been considered thR.t i f persons had the desired back-
ground , attitudes and training they should have little difficulty in 
establishing a good relationship in any cotmnunity, fQr knowledge of 
culture and language can be acquired . 
In the experience of the wrj:ter in training persons for rural wel-
fare work at the Jan H. Hofmeyr School of Social '>7ork , South Africa , it 
WciS found that the students with a background of city life often per-
formed better in the rural community than those with a ru~al background. 
The latter showed the inclination of "falling back into the rut of 
rural leth:;J.rgy" and seemed to be more easily affected by local traditional 
pressures and rejudices , and there was extren~e difficulty in maintaining 
the re uired amount of detached objectivity which forms part of pro-
fession::ll "acceptance" by the worker of the peol~·le and their culture . 
In India, v1here community develo ment has been organized on a 
• 
national scale , com;iderable experience in the selection of ersonnel 
2 . Cannell , and others , Communj tv Cl1an~<:e; An Action I'rogr::un 
in Puerto Rico , • 25 . 
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h:=ts been gained . especial y because of tl e "' 'lortage of colleo-e-trained 
people . As training courses have to be short and concentrate it bas 
been found more useful to draw trainees frnrc the are:=ts where they are 
going to Hork . In some A rican territories -orkers are also frequently 
1 selected frollt their mm village and .?.re o. ten sponsore by their oHD 
District Committees for trainine . Vill&ge he;-dmen aYJ.d their wives or 
other restige l eaders in coinmunities have been chosen for short train-
in courses by government authorities. Ti'"c>:>e way.., of selectio' assume 
that trainees have close ties vJith tl.eir communities which \-rill redis-
rose them to a sense of res ·On~ibil " ty tm~ard helping tceir own people .J 
There are many comnlllni ty develo :rnent roj ects in v:~rious parts of 
the r.Jorlcl ~..rhere rro essional leader::;hip is t upplied f'ron; countries Fi th 
ve1·y different cultures. The question whether this is w-i.:;c or not , need 
I not concern us for the present «s the need for this ki!1d of vrork is so 
grec: .. t that all resources which ren er potentia Vdlue need be utillzed 
in tl:is Nork. 
';·Jhile it m&.y be more convenient and less expensive to make use of 
workers who are selected from their own comnuni ties . tl"ere seeHs to 
be general agreement that of ar;omount iPJI_,orte:mce are the personc>.lit;y 
of the worker and his concern for the problems of the peorle , added to 
is b,:;,sic abilj ty to learn . for r. em of t1Je s ;:.lls naede !'or this work 
can be learned . But he hill·self must have a basic fCJith in t le al,il:U;y 
J . u. N. Document E/ClJ.5/30J/R.ev . l , Soci:,l Pro:;ress through 
Community Development , • 103 . 
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of the r_,eopl~?. to le[-~.rn and grm-v , and , L ~J ief in tteir fund.amentc.l right 
to individual and national self-realj'-ation . 
The -vrorker must have a -~"'ir:m beliPf in t 1e ie:nity of tl1 _, indi victual 
and the right of t~.e peorle to think for t '.SIT,.::>elves 2nd me>ke their o1m 
decisions . Coup1Rc1 ''ith this is , of course , ;: cle"'r understanding of 
the l ur. ose of coF1'11Unity development , tv en- le .r eop e to clev,..lo and 
grow throu~h the utilizc:J tion o:i th,.,ir otm inner and inviron'l1ent2l re-
sources . The focus is on tl·e peo· le them "'lves and not on materi2l im-
r rov8ments . If this focus is not cl·<•r 2nd const<>ntly stressed , t .e 
tendency is to disree;c-.rd the rights o-:" V1e "r-'oor man 11 <ind minority 
gruu{'s , loose p tience, <·nd use coercion in order to "get thir,gs one ", 
The rights of those of loH status .! n the com.rmmi ty "'re as iru ort:mt a.s 
t:.he ri;;,hts of any others . Authoritarianism C"'ops u) -.;here t} erP are 
prejudices and biases. 'I'hc:Jse may "Lt.. reli:lt.eC to cla.::s dL:<tiLctio!l.:i or 
to su - t:roups , he they of ins hi , econom ·.c , religious 1 or occupat:i onal 
nRture. Hhere '"'orkers ;ore of :c d.l.f1' _.rent cu:::..tural or r8cio:l l c ck,sroiJ.nd 
there are IT1any pitf l s rel ted to culLur~l tic.s . ";_l!Jvnt; tl.e Jn n;y 
il1 ustrations in lj :_.erc-.t1Jre S il.!er de:::cril -.,S the Cc-se of c:. 1~.~ 10r re-
l:o.tions adv:ser i 1 P<:, c.u &nd rerr;: rks: 4 
Ti:1e lflbor rel<tiom-.. adv · .~er r.:;.ther c •s: .... tc!,t1y inter1~1·stt.'d t_.e 
l:,;._:r;ovior o th8 islc-nclen; in terms o. hj s m,·n ~;T'crience in f'rL~r:.can 
cu:. ture. Tl1d rc.JU~.t ,,as thorou6 goicg misun\or::>t!'•l.1cling ci' 1.·Tl :.t 1· cs 
t~'king r-lace. Li-e all of us , the . dv.:.ser Ct.. Kled tu See 1-'ch v.:..or ii 
'4- . "ee ce: se ~; • )' . , 'SciHo.l'd iT. Spicer , Huroc.n I'robl Prns i.n T cch-
n·i, ~cl Chen "e , -'P • 149-164 . 
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<moL_.,.r socieLy as havine the s·rqe ~;c;nifie;-n~~ t1.·t a.iroi].8.r leh;:vlor 
T.lould have in his o-.n. Tb~ f'.:ct ~ -: , '1 \ -;;.Vt:'., tr1::..t i..:'(d.J:.ic:Al bf-~­
.o-.vj.ors in t·~c cliffprent aoc.:..et:J.c_, " l v ~ He .]i "f ·• nt y<::< n:. ~­
•• • It shvu::.c. be c .. 1stantJV e t .i.!_ I1ird .i.n cross-c1....ltur~l "itu-
at~ons. t!J<" t. tl1e Cu tur ~ in ,,,}>} ch l·le 0 l'OW U > prediro O"'S t 1 t; to cer·-
tc•ln VleHs c:md v:::'lucs .--
~Jhether the 1-rod::er is n:-.tive or "":n:e · .;r, , it- is E'.SSE"·-~tj ql t1 t he 
should 'Ls "ree from a judgment::)l att.i.tude and :;ho-w rt:.sJ! ct for t1 e 
v.i.F.;s , customs al'l ':.'llefs oJ.' ethers. I!rLolercnce , \<Thich often stert:::; 
frorr, a too rigid set of rnor&l vcolues , ill render a tl):r:'b:l!' inc"ipHble 
o: searebin6 vri.th p:1ticnce Gnd understc nl.:.ng t .~ l''--ce at which the con1-
munity c2n ~ove. 
t ttitvdes 
T t i.... essentl~.l that the lmrker becomes aw2re of irr. elf and 
his own attitudes . No person is free from idiosyncrc;.sies , ~.nd one 
of the rrost tested aids to mir.im' ze the delet2rious effect cf thr·se upon 
relationshi s with other people is to becon:e cor .,cious of ones own 
attitudes and rej udices . The development of self-m-:areness can be 
greatly enhanced by learning , but there h2s to be a reparedness on the 
art of the worker to look at hirrself cr.i.tic2lly. 
This self- a ,praisal also has a bearing u on the sense of security 
n v'0rker should :r,ave or cevelop . In the Puerto Ric<m _.rogram special 
attention is given in the selection of i.·mrkers to _,..ind a person of 
st<:,biU ty who is secure enough to discuss a problem with intelligent 
reason and freedom instead of "r~,tionalizing " and "going on tr.e 
s. Ibio ., • 291 . 
defensive 11 . 6 
:Snt usias!ll for tr:e work is an important attribute , but t e worker 
should Again here search his motives for some of man ' s common neurotic 
II tendencies. The superficial moralist is o ten imbued w~th a spirit 
o: fanaticism about persona] views and beliefs which tend tm'<~ ard com-
pulsive drives to impose u on others irrespective of their own wishes . 
An awareness ·of his o;.m potentialities <mel skills , and a humble 
confidence in his ability to help others are indications of strength in 
his personaUty which forms a good basis or becozrJ.ng a successful v-rorker . 
Only then can a worker learn to accept his role and be comfortable in 
' t 7 1 • He has to be prep:1red to accept the le.rge axnount of sell- discipline 
required to o erate as a guide and enabler; working long hours and under 
primitive con itions , working with people instec::d of for them; being 
prepared to undertcke all kinds of work ; being under constant temptation 
to pass judgment or provide ready answers; being prepr red to accept 
criticism; workine under supervision and submitting to self-ev~luation 
for grovrth; being prepcred to share his know·ledge and skills -.;.Jith the 
people as 1,mll as to learn from them. 8 If the worker can see and accept 
himself in this role he will me.ke good !1'cterial i'or training rovided 
he possesses the ability to learn . 
6 . Cannell , and others , QQ. cit ., • 26 . 
7. Ross , Community Oreanization: Theory and Prirciple§ , P • 209. 
8 . U. N • Document No . E I GiL 5/3 06 , Surmnary of Report on the 
Traininp; of Auxiliary and Community norkers , 1955 , • 5· 
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Ability to Learn 
The question of the educational status of the community development 
worker involves many considerations. .Among others it may depend on 
the level at which he is to be employed. Practical considerations , in 
all the countries where community development is practiced, have rendered 
it impossible to require all lvorkers to be of college level. Furthermore , 
forrnal education as such is not enough to produce a good worker ; the 
right personality is a more basic requirement. But a certain amount of 
intellectual ability is needed in addition to the maximum possible 
formal literate bc;.ckground. 
II The worker candidate should he>.ve enough intelligence to be open-
minded. He should have the ability to develop some av-rareness of hi.lll-
'1 sell , his idiosyncratic pre1ud ices , biases , an~ potentialities , and 
how they can affect his relationships with others. He should have the 
i 
ability to l earn to be non-judgmental in his attitudes to~rards others 
and see so:rne of the deeper :rpotivations for human behavior. He should li 
have the a.bili ty to underst'imd his role of enabling and to interpret 
I it to others; to make use of discontent and focus on constructive 
goals through organization for collective action; to nourish good1~ll 
in interpersonc:tl relations; : to identify comrnon objectives to be em-
phasized; and to identify ahd encourage lea ership potentialities and 
aptitudes in individuals. He should have the abiJity to understand 
and observe analytically the culture of the people in terms of tradi-
tional patterns of behavior and how they can cr~nge and be modified. 
I II 
I 
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He should have the a'b:ility to learn to inte:rpret the process of develo -
ment and growth in the co~munity tlrrough obj ective observation . He 
should have the ability to absorb some information about the local and 
external resources , how to m<:ke use of them, and ho..r to coopera.te with 
and utilj ze the services of other t'lorkers , experts , officia.ls and 
autllorities . 9 
These reQuirements , of course , refer tv optilllum conditions , and will 
be '' cut dovm to size" in relC~tion to the intel1ectu2l capPcity of the 
trai nee and the time avail a l e for training , but all these elements 
are es sential to som8 degree . 
SkilJ s 
On cert ain levels of practice it is necessary for the comnuuity de-
veloplllP.nt worker to pos::;ess the ., Vcnced skilJ s of "'.dministration , 
researc 1 1 soci-tl '1ction on the n!1 tlon:- level , an skills in social 
tlenpy on the community level f'or de .r;.er analysis and dh.gnosis of 
conununity life , end for scientific evalue:1.tion o:" developr11ent work for 
urposes of ne.tional pl anning and for contributions to the discipl:i ne 
in generC<l . • rell- trained rofessionc:l personnel are needed also .t'or 
supervisory and training resyonsibilities of village-level st&.ff . 
Vill, ~e level workers are often re uireod to have a broed range 
of prHctical skiJls which they can Lring to tbe peo le. A United 
1Ie:.tions publication states: 
9 . Ross , QI?.• dt ., pp . 200-?.21; Ce.nnel , ~fale ?ncJ1·Jithey , QI?.• 
cit . , p • 26 , 27 ; C.;.,n~)l•eJJ G. }1urr hy: Community Orv~niz&tion Prqctipe , 
P" . 77 - 122 . 
--:tl:---: 
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Community development is essentially the result of purposeful 
colJective action . In conununities wherP. the forces that make 
such action possible have yet to be mobilized , the need ari.c·es 
for workers with special skills and kno\...rlerle;e of group work , ;mel 
corrJJlUnity or.:;&nization methods , through 1vhose effort., group ini-
tiative and responsible pa.rticipation May be develo ed • • •• 
The stimulation of local interest in self-help may, however , only 
lead to frustration if the people do not have ready access to tech-
nicP.l knowledge and skills for their action progr:=tw. \'rorkers ">re 
thus needed who can hring essenti;:1l tecLnic.s.l knowledge to the com-
munity in fields such as agriculture , <mim&.l hus bc:mdry, nutrition , 
mass educc:tion , l!l2ternal and cb..:..lci ·..;relf-.re, environmental sanitation 
and cottage industries , in keeping wi +. 1 en,F:lrgency needs . 10 
Workers are often called upon to provide in emergency needs ranging 
from repairing a broken windmill wricr may be the only source of water 
sup .ly to applyine first aid to a drmvning cr,;_ld such as happened in the 
Ncoha -,-Jel are Experiment in South 'frica. Even thoue;h engineering help 
is avPiJable from the central government de ot ei;:;ht.y milf!s away , and 
even though q medical ioctor visits on location every week , the tech-
nician is not on the spot Hhen re_~ ... ::..::-ed a.1d t e community worker has to 
ste in. Skills in 1...rri ting letter::; , ,..,_::_nutes of meetings, re .orts and 
records , qnd in keeping a siml.Jle set of fina'1cial records a.ro al most 
alloJ'Rys needed. 
;-rork in under-develo ed communitL.., J s a. def.:...nite agricultural bias 
and is very .::re uently concerned 1...rith coope~·ative buying :md selling , 
education c:md health vrork . Practical skills in these fields on the 
part of the com..munity worker are , t erefore most desirable . especially 
where the services of technical experts are not readily avail able . 
10. U. N. Document No . E/Cli. 5/3C7J"'ev. 1, 2£• cit • • p. 98. 
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Agricultur81 extension tvork in more develo ed countries today contain 
a large element of cormnunity org2.ni'6ation 'l.nd well-tr ... lned lforkers are 
re ui:red to have a good understanding of hmnan relationships .ll Al-
though this kind of preparatlon is not re uired in m y of the less-
dGveloped countries • technic ':J~ services in R.gricu ture e>.nd engin.=>er ing 
e.re often reasonably t-lidely e>.vaila le or can be made available first be-
cause responsibility for these services in a technical tfay is more 
easily accepted by governments than the more recently conceived of approach 
of the 11 hum0-1n factor" involved. S rvices of this kind can on the one 
hand be utilized by co:m.mun:. ty '>J"Or'.(er~ arKl on t_ e other hand training and 
orient;;..t.Lon in eommunity development methods and human rel=ttions can be 
given exist:i_ng technica.l personnel to im~)rove their own ap roach to com-
muni ties and to promote better t.Yor ir"l relationships amone; workers of 
the different categories.l2 
Training 
Some reference has been made to the crite:ria or selection o:: 
suitc.ble trainees for C.)mmunity devslopment r-1ork . Recruits are se-
lect'3d in various ways from inviting high status ersons such as head-
men or tribal chiefs to Httend worksho s or training centres run by 
govermnents , to careful countrywi e searching for local and general 
potential trainees . In many countries the special need for the training 
11. E. A. ~>Jilkening , ';fuy Don ' t Farmers Accent New A~ricultural 
f~gctlces, ~assim. 
12. u. s. De artment of Agriculture, Conrerence Report on Ex-
periences around .!J2,.e_~Jorld .• .Qll• cit. , p . 186 ; H. G. I'arnett , Anthrooo-
lor'y in A.drdnistr_t; on , p . 175 . 
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of ':-romen workers has been recognized because home improvement and family 
wel.fare play such an important part i!'l a community development program1! 
This matter is ·c>.lso of special im~ortance in Southern tfrica where the 
migratory lc:.bor system draws most ab:e- bodied men to new industrial 
cities and mines for extended contract periods and wo1nen are left at 
home to take care of' thFdr farrilies and of agricultural activities in 
11 95 
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rural communities . ]~ Preferences are also observed in various countries 
for the training of m2.rried coupl9s as a team. l 5 
The period of training of villoge level ·..rorkers varies from country 
to country . One general problem is , of course , that lone periods of 
time are usually not available for training because of the expense in-
volved , seasonal activities , etc. Time is usually put in as it becomes 
available , on ·,.;eek-ends over an exten ed period , or in short concentrated 
courses of one or bro weeks at a time . Tr::.ining can best t:,ke place 
in the village setting at a centre where a pro~ram is being carried out . 
This is a "natural" setting which provides close field experience and 
observation . The total training period will under such circumst"lnces 
extend over a number of years and t&ke the orm of al tern2.te reriods of 
instruction and in- service training. Tris makes necessary the employ-
ment of a superviE=o,..y sta f of professional workers who can gui~e and 
sur,,ervise the village level workers and be avPilqble for regulRr con-
13 . U. N. Document No . 55- p5285 , <';:~rnf)le I;ist of BXJ ,<'<dments 
in T1·aining Auxiliary and Community T.Jorkers , 1955 , P . 11. 
14 . D. Hobart Houghton , QL• cit ., pp . 36-47 ; Yining Survey, 
Vol . 1 , No. 8 , February , 1948, pJ. l - 6. 
15 . u. N. Document No . E/ C'J . 5/303/Rev . l , .Q;Q. , cit ., • 103 . 
sult;,ttion and to assist in ,[,)lanning , organizing , and ev:~luating ser-
vices . l6 
Regarding the content and met hod o2.' trc::.ining , there seems to be a 
very specific nee for a practical qp roach l•rl th great em1-·hasis on field 
Hork and demonstration in addition to theoretical instruction , especiall 
as trainees come liith limited backgrounds of schooling . 
The United Nc-.tlons Bureau of Soci~l A .fairs have surmnarized the 
main elements of training course content as they have found it in 
training pro j ects in various countri~s . 
(i) Basic principles and aims uf ru~~ 1 rlevelopment , and the practical 
set-up needed for effective rural development work . 
(ii ) Leadecship in rural society. 
(iii ) Community organization rrincirl~s , methods and techniQues , in-
cl uding methods of s tlmu.latlng r,roup thinking , group pl::mning 
and group action . 
(iv ) Cooperatives: princi les of cooperation and methods of or-
gan.;zing types of cooperatiYe enterprises and services . 
(v ) local government princi pl Ps and methods wit part.icular re-
f' erence to coordinc.tion o loc"'-1 bodies . 
(vi ) Centre1l government and other external machinery and services : 
\:bat f acilities are availal-le and hovJ loc' 1 eff'ort can be 
coordinC'.ted iJi th national progra!l1S . 
(vii ) Practical act.j_vities of com1unity life e . g . rural education , 
recreation , anti- crime Tr:;,r1-: , elements of "'gricultu::--e , public 
health , etc . 7 
This constitutes a comprehensive br oad framework for a curriculum 
l1ayer , 
16 . U. N. Document No . '3T/ SOA/ Ser . 0/10 , Qll• cit ., p . 71; Albert 
QQ. cit ., p . 10. 
17 . U. N. Document No . H', j']OJ / Pev . 1 ; Q£.· cit. , l-'l• 10~ , 106 . 
---===== 
~within which many vari8tions regarding loc~l needs and services may be 
I 
f itted . ~-Te would like to add to these two more cat'3gories 111hich may be 
utilized with rofit especially in comprehensive courses of inst:1tutional 
training , namely some information about indivir:lu2~s , families and groups ~ 
and some understs.nding of hurr1an behavior and its motivation , and s ec )ndly , 
some insight into the main features and regu.laritles of culture and of 
acculturation in gener2.l , and of the people the •.vorker is going to serve . 
I Such a frame1·mrk for curriculum must necessarily be broad and flexible , 
not only because local problems differ , but also because t.ere is not 
as yet a clearly delineated body of knowledge T.vhich can be reg<Jrded as 
a universal standard . l8 At best the training should give the worker a 
road enough understanding to enable him to apply general principles , 
techniques and solutions to the distinctive local situation . 
18. · U. N. Document No . Ejm . 5/304/ Training of '·:elfare Personnel ; 
1955 . f. • 12 . 
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CH.lPI'BP. VII 
A Su'ruMry of o-eneral urinciples of the method of community development 
From ex."erience gained in a le.rge vqriety o:' community develop-
ment projects in many parts of the 1-.rorld, and from the knm-rledge contri-
uted by the social sciences regarding human be1avior it has become 
possible to identify some rinci les w~ich can be applied in most of 
the efforts to assist (communities of) ~eople in under-develo ed I II 
countries to attain a more satisfyine; way of life. Throu~1 the under-
st:mding it has developed of the process 1-vhereby human behAvior can be I 
:in""luenced tr.e social work pro-~"ession has a special con-:ribution to 
ma e to tr.e mGt hods and teclmiques w:'1ich can be a lied in community 
devE::lopment. 
The aL.11s of community development are : firstly , t.J help peo:;_Jle in 
under-developed communities solve some of their everyday problems of 
living through collective action at the grass roots level and through 
the use of outside resources available to them; and secondly, to sti-
rnulate their desire and promote their incre.,sing ability to work co-
operatively tor..rards gre.qter self-realization , 
As conditions of depri V8. tion often make it impossible for the in-
dividual to overcome his difficulties through his own ersonal efforts , 
a method of combining his mm efforts with those of his neighbors can 
be utilized. But conditions of rolone;Pd deprivation tend to create 
feelings of helplessness and lethargy in individuals and grou s. It is 
I 
I 
II 
II 
there~ore necessary that they should be helped thY.ough a realignment of 
II their individua.l capacities and grou organization to function more 11 
I 
successfully . ','ie believe that the ndemocratic" way of operating , which ,I 
I is based on the dignity of the individual and his right to hold and ex-
1 
press his mm opinions within the context of the community tmv-ards Hhich 
he , on the other hand ; bears a responsibility in so f ar as he is not. to 
infringe upon the rights of others , provides the best method of collective 
functioning . This method of opere; ting allo'Hs for the development of the 
individual to his full ca acity as \vell as for the opportunity to combine 
his efforts with those of his fello<v man to work towards conditions 
which are gratifying to people . 
A method of operatine; is ho1vever not enough to motivate people towards 
action . Encouragement can be given by helping pea le through exhaustive 11 
, discussion and careful analysis and pl:=mning to define and underst.;:md 
better the nature of the problem. But they will shmv- real interest in 
the problem only if they feel the need themselves, and they 1dll feel 
the need if they are helped to exercise their right and r es onsibility 
to express their own needs as they see and feel these . It is ad-
visable to work on those problems first which are closely rela.ted to the 
community, are relatively simple and can show quick results . This will 
II not only encourage people , but will provide the step by step experience 
through which they can grow in ability to help themselves . 
==~F===========================================================-~ 
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Collective functioning which takes int o consideration the \vhole com-
munity requires the widest possible involvement . The practitioner will 
take into consideration here the various sub- groups in a community, 
traditional status roles and political structure , and also the pitfalls 
of speedy operations which may come from his own imp£tience and from 
the pressure of authorities .:md "chronic enthusiasts". 
If wide p2rticipation and clear understanding is to be attained , there 
will be a need for the fullest posoible communication . This involves a 
wide range of skills in facilita.tine contact and insight , f'rom the simple 
matter of being 2ble to converse with people in their own langu~ge to 
the fine art of facilitating free participation in discussions; from 
rr~kin;: it possihle for the most unassuming peasant to address his "chief'' 
or the eX>_pert technical officer to making the highest government autho-
rity aware of the new spiritual a\vakening in a small rurA-l village; from 
the most elementPry literacy trainine to the aw<:treness of the vast out-
side vmr ld of knowlldge . :Ce t ter insic;ht into their ow'11 p1·obl ms , c nd 
the possibilities for solving these· c<n be romot:Jd by th.- use of 1'onnal 
educ.,.ttion , audio-visual aids , d.i cuss ion g:cour :; , demon<:;tr• tion r.-rojects, 
bringing in 8Xperts , etc . 
Tl E' initi tion of democr t5 c org-ni:.ation by n odj_f'ying old r-·rms 
or intrvclucinc ne\v on..;,s r;rovides the oprortunity for ff'ective in~,er-
100 
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bel~ef in them.,•lves , and rnore Cvn.""i·lence in their -.bility to O'Vt.>rcome 
their cJj f'f~, cul tie~ "·.d th the hel o"" .,. :n...r l<n..., ,1 •dge bvu t. t' e loc;..,l - nc1 
cr.n move throut.,h its m-1n rt->·.d:5 '1?SS anrl 0< lf et ·rminRtion . ~n· bl ine: !=tnd 
cction ,lD o.1:!.y up:;.;et ':,1 c e.'-.u.il ' 1 • · u,' '- " C-'Pr:unitJ life and it <JJ 
r Bet .in tLe form o.f hortlived ch t,e..., follo.,_ed Ly r"ox·c; rigiu r!:!slste>n..::t.- . 
:. sm2 J J change in tl1e ··y oJ' life c.L , community m.:1y h "'.V~ lv ir1e re1- "'r-
CU-:;sions and evt.n though a thorough nor,-Jledgc .Jf Lhe r)· tterns of be-
L"v.:. 1· c~n h·?lf us to predict son;e oi ·~hs efJ'c\.!:..::; an jn.1ov t:ion '· s 1ike-
ly to l'· e , · e c_n neVI:)!' ·,., ke e> fu1l cultu. ... 1 1 roe:nosis. 
the pc.,.-.:e to be ~e t. 1 :; the cov.muni ;, :i. t s ·~1 " ,_ · !'.c w~ 11 ' ~ ... 'srrr.i ', t::d for 
clt· rly in n<ind . C'tJ::;ctlves in wor with htlJTJ~m be:iP:_,s shouJc..~ r1ot be 
c_,"lc.:eived o-" c s Sl~·eci"":ic .1112.t0rial ac ievement,s , as t~1is di'verts t'r.e focus 
.irom our 2.im of hel ing p• or-'le . '.'hlJ e t. .ere c: re mc-.ny ;:,pec.i..fic .:.rr..p:ove-
mc;nts in the form of 1 "'tter rCJad , or i1 I roved \.2ter ::t,~.J-l;y , Jr tl1e 
.I 
I 
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corumunity need!.:' tl:erefore hes the f''-'11. .:.'.t-11cati on of enabling t.he 
community to discover f'or itself and act on its 0\•m with the Lelr , gui-
dance , advice , and encour<Ogement of the wor·er . The ..rorker creates 
the clim'-'.te for action by helping the comr:unlty to ralJ y its stren6 t1: 
in organizing for collective action , y guiding t!:e community in study-
ing itself for a clearer understanding o its needs a.nd its own resources , 
by advising and providing the kno ledge c.1J 11k!1ow-hmv ~ through education 
o.nd the use of experts for specialized undertakings , and bJr enconr2.ging 
through the u:::e o hirn~-elf '>nd the utilization of outside faci1i ties II 
to fulfi 1 the rights of the deprived community to share in the n=.tional 'I 
I 
resources . ~ 
A cormnunity of people is a functioning unit . Community development 
endeavours to improve this process of collective functioning and "~-<orks 
tmvards increased integre.tion of all its pc;_rts into a totality of diverse 
interacting interests . This needs a multi- purpose ap roach v.rh.:..ch Nill 
com;ic'er the various fields of need in education , h<::>alth , religious and 
1-oli tical freedom 1 agriculture , coorer~- ~i ves , cornmunica ticns , housing , 
social welL1re , recreation , etc ., all ""S one b~lanced whole containing 
the potential for the deeper feelings of security and vlell- being. ·,-,'hile 
this total approe<ch is essential it contains an element of self- defeat 
if conceived of in the form of a rnasterplan to be applied in toto . The 
comprehensiveness of developwmt plans should be combined with el asticity 
and adaptiveness in order thCJt its provisions could be applied to a 
vc:riety of situBtions . Such pl R-ns are often ones 1..rhich are set up by 
national governrr1ent::; and ro·Jide t m~ch.inery or courdin tion on local , 
area and n2tionctl levels. It is i. rtant or the corru.unity to deve}op 
an im~ge of itself as e< -'~rt o:: tLe n'1tiona l "fe '"inC: .:.n ~t.c~ ,_ manner 
clevelop a sense of belonging. Better integr tion o comrnunit li.fe will 
else t2ke lnto considerAtion the tradltioa lJehavior a.n i.n~ti tutional 
systems o. t. e culture , 1hich tr1e pea. le ee con ortable to function by 
an tvhich provide t e basis for a sense o security . 
The c-:ntinued nurturing o tl.e .. rot:ess o C~"' Jective action is an 
?l:solute necessit~ . This can in'':.. lJy be su_ .. lj""d by the r.rof'"'<s · cnal 
worker , ut if initjative is to move to;.nrcs t e co!I1'P.unity it:el t e 
I 
tb8 .. rimf.ry go? s of the '-'Torker . rlti~ · L\lolves not onl tbe c"'re t 
suppo1·t 2nd c.r: inine o {" sreci .,..:c pers'?n~ , but the exte"lsion o tl e con-
cept or leade1·sh.i as s:>rnetl.in:: which m2y move :rom one ~erson to anot er 
I where grou s qre Jper· ting on emocratic • rinci les , nnd i.ncltll' es ro1 ar 
Ire n ~ entation t rouc;h le~ders of all t1e m·in ou·groups in the commullity . 
lOJ 
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